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Last week, the Faculty Forum 's
executive committee elected the
five faculty members who will
serve on the Forum's ad hoc
commiuee to discuss establishing
Resident Assistants' rights of free
expression in public university
forums.
Art History professor Charles
Scillia, who originally proposed
creation of the committee, wiUbe
the chairperson. The committee's
four other members include
Marcella Milota, head of cataloguing for the library; Psychology
Professor Helen Murphy; Mathematics Professor Dr. Paul Shick;
and Philosophy Professor Brenda
Wirkus.
The committee's stated purpose
is, "to hold discussions" with the
facult(~ntS and

te
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ommendations . . . that ensure
freedom of speech and discussion
for all Residence Assistants," according to the resolution passed at
the Faculty Forum's April 16
meeting.
Students chosen to be RAs for
the 1993-94 school year have already signed a letter of intent stating that they agree " ... to refrain
from using public forums to voice
any disagreements with these
policies."
Vice President for Student
Affairs James Lavin is withholding comment on the letter of intent
until he has discussed the topic
with his staff and with the Faculty
Forum's ad hoc committee.
Committee members were notified of their election to the committee late last week. The committee has yet to meet, and, un-

fortunately, time is running out
on the school year. However,
Scillia was unavailable for comment and no other members of the
committee know when their f1rst
meeting will be held.
Ten faculty members volunteered to serve on the committee,
and the five were elected by the
executive committee of the Faculty Forum.
Theexecutivecommitteeofthe
forum is chaired by Jerry Moreno,
of the Mathematics Dept.
In commenting on their motivation in volunteering to serve on
the committee, three of the five
members mentioned a concern for
dialogue and student freedom of
expression.
"I believe freedom of speech is
an important issue, and faculty
have a role to play in it." said
Milota when asked why she volun~ rorthecommiuee. .,.ve
been involved with other faculty
activities, including the faculty
grievance committee."
Wirkus agreed the issue was a
vital one at Carroll. "I think that
the extent to which freedoms of
expression existon the University
is imponant and must be discussed," said Wirkus. "Also, I
think that not as much communication exists between the student
life people and the academic
people. I hope to establish channels
of communication."
Shick mentioned that he too
was going to propose that the
faculty investigate students' rights
of free expression. "I planned to
bring a similar but less detailed
motion to the floor [at a Faculty
Forum meeting]," said Shick.
Meghan Gourley, editor-inchief, contributed to this article.
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Canisius College
may gain JCU's
Academic VP

Committee acts
for RAs' freedoms

Thomas Peppard

Ka thy McCullough puts
energy into Union.

Mark Schreiner
News Writer

If things go his way on Monday,Rev. VincentCooke,S.J.may
be taking a trip to Buffalo- permanently.
For about two months, Cooke,
who is John Carroll University's
current Academic Vice President,
haJlreen onder ceflfSi8enltiol'l for
the presidency of Canisius Col-

lege, Buffalo's Jesuit institution
of higher learning. Coming out of
a field of I 0 candidates, Cooke
has made the cuts to be among the
final two.
The Presidential Search Committee will present its fmal recommendation to the college's
Board of Trustees at a special
meeting on Monday, said Rev.
James Henessey, SJ., chair of the
committee.
"A new president had to be
chosen because Fr. Demske [current Canisius president] had suffered a number of health set-backs
after commencement last year.
After a president is chosen he will
serve as Chancellor of the college,
relieving him of the day-to-day
pressures of !he office," said Henessey.
The second candidate is Rev.
Bematd Knoth,who is presently
the assistant Dean of Freshman at

Georgetown University.
Henessey said he plans to fax
the decision pf the board to the
candidates immediately after it is
determined.
A repo rter from Canisius
College's student newspaper, The
Griffin, said that Cooke, during
two days of interviews in Buffalo
in early April, "left a good impression and an impressive resume."
Cooke, a native of the New
York City area, said he looks
forward to possibly working in
Buffalo, "It's the second city of
New York State, and I am originally from the New York Province
[of Jesuits)."
John Carroll is in the Detroit
Province.
When asked what will be done
if Cooke does get the job at
Canisius, Cooke said, "There is
no contingency plan at this point"

Bemet Hall resident assaults female
John R. Thome
Managing Edtor

A female John Carroll University resident of Pacelli HaU was
allegedly assaulted while in Bernet
Hall on April 21, according to
University Heights Police records.
The woman stated, to police,
that she was first verbally assaulted
and then allegedly struck by Bernet
resident William Baylis, a 20-yearold sophomore from Shaker
Heights.
According to the police report,
fUed by the victim, the woman
was in Bernet retrieving some belongings from Baylis' room when
the alleged assault occurred.
According to police records,

the victim was struck on the right
side of her face "with the back of
his right, open hand."
Joe Farrell, dean of students,
said Baylis has been banned from
living in the dorms, and is not
permitted to live on campus, until
spring semester of 1994, due to
this alleged incident.
"The fact is it is just a behavior
that is inappropriate and we just
can't accept that," Farrell said.
"For that reason he [Baylis) agreed
to leave the residence hall. .. he
agreed in an administrative hear-

ing." The hearing, which Farrell
referred to, was held on Apri122,
just one day after the alleged incident occurred.
The victim was not willing to
comment on the alleged incident.
According to Detective Jim
Dougherty, UHPD, !he incident is
still under investigation.
"No one has been charged yet,"
Dougherty said. "Someone might
be charged." Dougherty stated the
statute of limitations, or !he time
frame before prosecution is unattainable, is two years.

Conference on the Mound

UH Ordinance may have adverse
affects on off-campus living
John R. Thome
Managing Edtor

On May 17. the way a "family"
is perceived in University Heights
may change, according to a letter
addressed to Rev. Michael Lavelle,
S.J., president of John Carroll.
The letter, dated April 8, sent
by Nancy E. Moore, clerk of
council in University Heights, was
intended as a "notice for a Planning
Commission meeting." The
Commission will be presented
with an ordinance that "amends
the definition of 'family' in the
City's Codified Ordinances."

The passing of the ordinance
may affect off-campus living
practices of many JCU students.
The ordinance specifically limits
the number of "non-related" persons to live together, which would
cause the current living status of
many off-campus Carroll students
to be a violation.
The ordinance (93-27) states
that "council seeks to inhibit
overcrowding," which "most often occurs where more than two
unrelated persons reside in single
family residences ... resulting in
complaints of negative residential

atmosphere ... chronic motor vehicle parking violations... and
complaints of undue noise such as
noisy late night parties."
The UH City Council plans to
hold a public hearing for the proposed ordinance to change the
definition of"family" on the 17th,
at 7:30 p.m. in the Council
Chambers.
Any written comments on the
proposed ordinance may be sent
to the Council, to be read at the
May 17 meeting, at 2300
Warrensville Center Road, University Heights, Ohio 44118.

John Carroll University baseball players take time to discuss
future plays during their game against Heidelberg on Tuesday.
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William Baylis, in \\hat Dean of Students Joseph Farrell called an
''administrative hearing," agreed to accept the consequences of his alleged
abusive action and remove himself from the campus.
Justice has been served in a swift manner by the JCU hearing board. The
healing process and forgiveness of the accused should begin.
What is unforgivable, and unfortunate, about this situation is the intimidation directed at The Carroll News by Farrell.
Farrell "urged," in a manner wholly inappropriate to his office, newly
elected Editor-in-Chief Meghan Gourley not to print the name of the
accused, William Baylis.
The policy ofThe Carroll News is to print names when their knowledge
is a matter of public record, as it was in this case. (The information was
garnered from police records).
The Carroll News will continue to print names as it is warranted;
withholding information, including names, would be wholly inappropriate
to our office.

These people are graduating?
Last week's Annual Senior Dinner, sponsored by the Alumni Office,
was the bittersweet end to a tradition.
Although it was cited as one of the most calm and controlled dinners,
food was thrown throughout dinner, at least two students became publicly
ill from intoxication, and Director of Alumni, Pete Bernardo, was forced
to personally scrub the floor after seniors decided to throw specially made
cakes across the dance floor.
Why did a minority of seniors spoil the event for everyone else?
No incidents nearing this level of disrespect were reported at the
Christmas Formal, Homecoming, or other organized functions. Why did
some seaion. {OUT weekabefore padualion.revert to the juvenile behavior
reminiscent of junior high cafeteria days?
The Alumni Office should not be expected to cater to the junior high
antics of seniors. Fortunately, or unfortunately, this event was taken out of
the Alumni budget prior to last week's demonstration of immaturity. To
replace this event, the class of 1994 must now begin looking for another
way for seniors to say goodbye. Although no guarantee of good behavior
can be made, provisions must be created to ensure that a fiasco like this will
never occur again.
The Senior Dinner was a gift from the Alumni Office which cost almost
$10,000. Yes, everyone should be able to have fun. But, making professors, administrators, and fellow graduates stand around and watch this
behavior is not the proper way to demonstrate gratitude. Hopefully, the
class of 1994 will learn the proper way to thank those who respectfully
deserve it.

A test for the Honors Program
Many students, including Honors students, have questions about the
Honors Program and its exact purpose. The Honors Program Bulletin states
the goal of the program is to pursue excellence not only in the academic
arena but also in the development of the whole person. Does the Honors
Program provide these select students with an "environment wh1ch promotes the development and understanding of values," or do these students
only see the benefits at the Murphy Room computer terminals during
registration?
Last week, the Honors Student Association met to establish its constitution. This developing group is attempting to change the student body's
general perception of the Honors Prorgram. It is striving to become more
instrumental and beneficial to the Carroll community. lt hopes to foc us on
more than academics and become an organization which makes positive
contributions to the campus as a whole. These are students who see a
possible problem in their own organization and are taking steps toward a
solution. This campus needs more of such groups.
The coordinators of the Honors Student Association have good ideas and
seek to change some perceptions of the Honors student at Carroll. Hopefully they will implement these changes rather than just discuss them.
Otherw1se, the now-justifiable perceptions of elitism will continue.

commentary

The truth is up to you
• I

The CN has received national recognition for the second consecutive year now.
And much of that recognition has come
from necessary stories. Stories that you
may not want to read and may not find
pleasurable to read, but are nonetheless,
necessary to read because it is your right to
know.
Last October several CN staff members
and I attended a journalism convention in
Chicago. Recognizing the inherent dilemma
which exists between church teaching and
newspaper reponing, I sough tout a session
entitled "When studentjournalism collides
with church doctrine."
I can only promise that as the new Edi-

"Good journalists
take an issue and analyze it honestly."
This statement
was made by Sr. Mary
Ann Aannery in my
recent investigative
reporting class. She
continued to say, "It
Meghon Gourley
Editor-In-Chief
is wonderful that you
.__ _ _ _ __, as students question
things to find the truth. ll is bad when you
abandon that quest for the truth."
At that moment it became clear to me
exactly what it means to be a journalist.
As a journalist, I believe in the fiiSl
ameodmen~.;

a guiding principle for how I

tor-in-Chief, I will continue to be aware of

do my work. And now as the Editor-inChief, it is through balance, fairness, and
accuracy that I plan to do my work.
To be balanced, all sides of an issue must
be presented. To be fair, all sides ofan issue
must be presented. To be accurate, all sides
of an issue must be presented. My work
does not reflect my personal opinion.
This student newspaper is the lifeblood
of the university as a community. Although
there is a staff of editors and writers, this
newspaper belongs to you, the students.
The news flows based on what is important
to people on campus.

Lhis dilemma by exercising tolerance for
different viewPOints. I ask you to do the
same. You'll see that the truth comes not
from lhe facts we print, but from within
you.
In the words of Sr. Aannery, "The truth
does not lie in Lhe goal you are trying to
achieve; it is in the seeking. The truth relies
on the experience."
Our job is to repon the news. Your job
is to find the truth.

hits and misses
Hit: Operating under its budget,
Carrollpalooza brought concerts back to
John Carroll. Rather than an ordeal, it was
a logical way to use local musical talent. It
was simple and fun. Let's do it more often.
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Picnic was a great way to celebrate nature,
the garbage left on the ground for days after
was an trontc indicauon of Carroll's real
concern for the environment.
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·
CN regrets oversight
To the Editor,
Sometimes editorial oversight leads to a
trivial change in an author's text, sometimes
to significant, but only grammatical change.
Rarely docs an inadvenentomission funda·
mentally change the sense of the text. Regrettably, this happened w1th my forum
piece in last week's CN, when parts of two
sentences were deleted. This mistaken version of my text has me saysng I do not
question the university's commitment to
academic freedom, pluralistic scholarship,
or free and open dialogue. In fact, the whole
point of my piece was that we currently have
good reason to question the university's
commitment tojust these values, and I find the
apparent absence of such commitment
worrisome indeed. Please set the record
straight.
Paul Lauritzen
Associate Professor of Religious Studies

Editor's Note:The CN regrets the
error.

Carroll support creates
WalkAmerica success
To the Editor,
I would like to take this time to thank
everyone who was involved in making the
March of Dimes WalkAmerica a success.
From those who donated their time work·
ing the booths, to the walkers, and to the
committee members, all of your efforts are
truly appreciated.
Together, JCU raised several hundred
dollars for the March of Dimes, in addition
to putting together the largest team of
walkers the March of Dimes had this year.
Thank you, John Carroll, for your sup·
rt. This is just another way that you have
conquered' apathy on our campus. Con·
gratulations.
Alex Spinos
Class of 1994

Residence Life staff
defines role of RA
To the Editor,
The past edition of The Carroll News
was filled with '31ticles and editorials re·
garding the academic freed om and the rights
of the Resident Assistants as students. I
found it rather interesting that not one RA
or Hall Director was quoted and asked
about their opinion of the situation.
The editorials were based on the facts
that the RAs are students too and have
every right to express their opinions freely,
seeing that it is the First Amendment, yet
these same editorials and articles did not
seek the opinions of many (not all) RAs on
campus.
As a Resident Assistant, I was hired to
promote communication and unity on my

to the editor

floor, act as an admm1strator. and most
importantly to counsel and to be there as a
role model for the girls on my noor and an
my building.
When I came to John Carroll, I tx:hcwd
in the Catholic and "JcsuiUlcss" of the
university and I st1ll believe in thcu
strengths.
A<, a Rcs1dent AssiStant, I believe that It
is my duty to instill this t11rough my interac·
tions m my building. I signed a conuact and
I am obligated to the bcnefil<; and repercussions of that contract under the tradition
of a Jesuit university.
As an individual, I may or may not agree
with some of the restrictions that the con·
tract may have upon me, but when I signed
the contract, I believed in its strengths and
respected the beliefs of this university.
The Residence Life staff is here to make
the lives of srudents living in the residence
halls safe, fun, and an experience that will
create many memories for years to come.
I think many people in the community
have lost sight of the role of RAs in this
university. Our function is not only to uphold the university's policy based on the
beliefs of the Catholic Church, but to also
have an effect on the lives of the students
that live in the residence halls through
programming, administration, counselling,
and most importantly to be their friends.
That is the way that I viewed my responsi·
bilities as an RA and as a student.
1know when I signed my contract that I
believed in the Residence Life staff to the
extent that I would dedjcate the next year of
my life to make sure I could do the best job
that I could for the staff and for the srudents
on the campus.
I believe in the Residence Life sLaff and
all of the opportunities that it offers to
everyone on campus, including the RAs
who arc also students.
Believe me, the satisfaction of lleJping
someone who needs a friend to listen,
building communication with1n a floor
knowing friendships have been created, the
unity within the entire staff, and the support
one gains through the system of Student
Life outweigh any concerns that I had about
the job.
It is an experience that I wish everyone
could encounter. It has challenged rneas an
RA, srudent, and person.
Maureen M. Me Guinncss
Murphy Hall RA

To the E<litor,
This letter is in regards to the barrage of
articles concerning the Resident Assistant's
rights of free speech, and specifically the
four articles I editorials and one cartoon
that ran in the April 22 edition.
I am a second year Hall Director and

John Carrol l alumnus, and no my job is not
threatened by wri Ling this letter. I am amazed
hy the energy "/he Carroll News has expanded to create an ''oppressed" group of
RAs.

Suddenly I pick up the paper and see
Residence Ltfc ofiicc branded as some type
ol tyrdflnJC<tl regime out tocontrol the thoughts
and action' ol the RAs. Unfonunately, ao; a
result of this press, the John Carroll Community is bcmg harmed. Since I am respon·
sible for a staff ofeight RAs and a building of
280 restdcnts, I must step m.
In response to this long and painful
ordeal, I can only say one thing: "Ask an
RA."
If you are concerned that the rights of
John Carroll's RAs are being hindered, ask
your favorite RA or Hall Director - we
number 55 and you know where to find us.
I took the time to ask.
I found that an overwhelming majority
of RAs and Hall Directors feel that their
rights of expression are not being stifled.
On the contrary, most of the Residence Life
staff feel that they have the unique privilege
and responsibility ofaddressing entire floors
of students.
They are excited by the opportunity to
pose challenging questions, share their ideas
and, make people think.
The opportunities available to RAs to
educate greatly outweigh any restrictions
that may be placed upon us as representa·
tives of the university.
Unlike Mr. Schreiner's statement in his
fin al editorial, we are allowed to speak
publicly on issues such as birth control,
abortion, and homosexuality - in an edu·
cative and innately Jesuit manner - by
presenting all sides of the issues and en·
couraging others to form their own opin·
tons.
As profe:>s1onals, we have the rc pon·
s1bility to relay all of the information at our
disposal to those entrusted to us. RAs estabhsh trusung relationships and help people
see their options.
Although I am not permitted to stand in
the middle of the Quad and proclaim, "I am
a Hall Director and I disagree with the
university's position on such and such ... "
(as ifl would do that anyway), I can educate
my building on sensitive issues in a way
that is unique to the Residence Life staff.
I can share my ideas and beliefs with my
residents and encourage them to share their
ideas with me. Having interviewed ap·
proximately 200 RA I Hall Director can·
didates over the past two years, I can tell
you that we look for diverse opinions, beliefs, and value systems.
But the authors of the editorial "They
Won't Talk" would have you believe that
this isn't true.
Well, no one asked me. RAs are gaining
a valuable taste of the real world by learn·
ing to support their institution while still
retaining their individuality. Someday all
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of you will understand. So this get<; back to
my message: ' Ask an RA." A student-RA
dtscussion does not constitute a public fo·
rum. You w1ll get an honest answer.
If we alltsnd the courdge to ask questions we will undoubtedly learn from each
other. :Now that is the true meansng of
educat1on.
M1kc Schaub
Rcstdcncc Hall D1rector

Seniors dissatisfied with
speaker selection
To the Ed1 tor,
As mcmbers of the class of 1994, we are
dissatis1fied w1th theadminsstration'schoice
of Governor George Yoinovich for our commencement speaker. Being members of the
class, we feel that were ought to have had
some say concerning the matter.
We realize that a class wide vote may not
have been feasible. However, class officers
were elected as represer~tatives for us. We
feel that the representatives should have had
the majority in this decis1on.
The explanation given in the April 22,
1993 issue of The CN stated that the other
candidates were not "viable.'' Weare dissat·
isfied with this reason and feel that further
explanation is necessary.
Also, we are displeased with the way the
administration "informed" the class officers
of their decision.
Is not the administration worlcing for the
students? After all, we are the ones who are
paying so that they may administrate. Why
was it that the other posstble speakers were
not even considered when connecuons by
these elected officers were made?
Let us not forget that without students.
there would be no school Wtthout school
there would be no commcn\.cmcnt ce:;;.·r·~~~~~

emony.
Therefore, as members of the class of

1994, we feel that an in;usucc has been
commiued. We feel robbed of a dec1s1on
which is a major pan of our education at
John Carroll.
Carrie Anke Beth McCourt
Kim Bour
Leslie Pallotta
Andria Brnich Lisa Raber
Jennifer Fry Michelle Thomas
Stefanic Kiley Michele Todd
Class of 1994
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Pointing fingers does not offer any solutions
and driving, we watch as young men and women, in the
prime of life, are struck down through carelessness of not
This may appear to be, on the surface, directed toward thinlong a situation through.
If we fail to educate about safe sex, we will face the
the contraception issue which seems to have members of
ultimate tragedy, the loss of life.
the John Carroll University Community up in arms.
Do you Mr. Sheehan, Mr. Ryan, Ms. Caserta, Mr.
My argument goes deeper.
The issue at the core of my frustration is the tone as Archdeacon, Mr. Zucca, do you despite your convictions,
well as content of the negative response directed toward want to sec the human race fail to educate itself on what
is and what has become the plague of the 20th century?
The Ca"o/1 News .
Do you want to see young men and women struck
In sharp contrast to Gerald Sheehan , Francis Ryan,
Lana Caserta, Brian Archdeacon, and Ronald Zucca, I down by a disease which claims li ves, knowing no boundfound The Carroll News to be mformat1ve and necessary. ary of race or religion?
It IS the human dilemma that problems ex 1st in which
It am37es me that people can stand on a moral high
horse and throw stones at a newspaper which recognizes no easy answers are ava1lable. We must confront our
a crisis of epidemic proportions IS at hand. The CN tried fears, qu1et our anxieties, and face the cold hard facts.
to educate its audience, but it seems that the broader issue This world IS not perfect. It has never been and never will
be, nor was u ever intended to be.
has been lost on some of its readers.
In the eyes of some, ll would be a perfect world if
When we fail to educate about the use of guns, we have
tragedies such as young children dying fromself-inflicted teenagers were not sexually promiscuous, but the world is
wounds through the carelessness of not fastening the not perfect. In the eyes of some, it would be a perfect
world if members of the same sex were not attracted to
safety lock or storing in a proper place.
When we fail to educate about the dangers of dnnking one another, but the world is not perfect. And it would be
Chris Wenzler

Sports informa tion D•rector

Role models establish pattern of actions
Patrick McGill
Special Projects Edlt<X
"I will maintain my position as a role model for my
peers which constJtuteS following all rules and regulationsoftheUniversity. This includcs publiclysupporting
all University policies and refraining from using public
forums to vmee any disagreements with these policies."
So stateS a portion of what ~~I future Resident Assistants must sign. Forcing a developing student "role
model" 10 sign this statement is repugnant yet wholly
consistent with the subtle climate of censorship that is
forming at John Carroll University.
How can an RA serve as a role model if he or she
must remain silent on issues which are important to
them?
I know I would not consider myRA a role model if
he s1gned thatoffensivecontract. Asking a student who
is more or less at the same stage of development and
experiencing the same highs and lows that I am 10 be a
role model is a little overburdensome, no?
Therefore, role models on this campus should come
from higher up, such as administrators, faculty , and
most obviously. the Jesu1ts. The faculty and Jesuit
community, with few exceptiOns, abound with role
models for any student and I have found several.
The administration, however, is severely lacking. If
1were IOhaveFr. Lavelle as my role model, some of the

me an education and not creeping indoctrination. 1
thought 1 would graduate from Carroll proud of my
school and what I've accomplished. Well,lam proud of
what I' ve achieved and I'm thankful I'm not an RA
because I would surely be fired for writing this.
I' m proud of Dr. Paul Lauritzen who wrote in The
CN last week, openly criticizing University policy. If
he were an RA, he, too, would be dismissed. I'm proud
of my professors and thank them for their guidance and
suppon, and I'm most thankful for the many friends
I've grown to love here.
But I leave with a deep disappointment from an
institution that uses "Jesuit values" as a weapon with a
stlencerandpublicormonetaryintimidationtokeepits
faculty and staff in line. I leave with a sadness and belief
that the situation will only get worse. I leave with a
quotation from former university president Henry F.
Birkenhauer, S.J., regarding a controversy on campus
in the 1970s about "open dorms."
Fr. Birkenhauer, in accepting a recommendation
froma committee 10 liberalize dorm policy headed by Fr.
Lavelle, staled; "Basically, my change in attitude has
comeaboutfromthisdialogue.lsuU bclievc lhatthereare
risks. But there are nsks in any choice, any personal
deciSIOn. The way in which we live as honorable men and
women, despite these risks, is the measure of our matunty. As cduca10rs,let usia·ve our students a chance to

publtc crftfctSm or a conea ue, further 1gnonng
colleague, and then unfonunate disregard on the issue
in question. But at least I would be following someone
who adhered 10 University policy, and isn 'tthat the real
reason we come to Carroll~
If Fr. Cooke were my role model ... who is he
anyway? Does anyone ever see him? If Dean Farrell
were my role model, I would understand the powers of
prophecy. I would be able to say things in December
f'... forfeit that right when they come 10 John Carroll
and must accept what we are"), and then have them
come true in April.
J'msorry.butthis wholJy, touulyoffends me and my
value system, one which seems to have less and less
place at Carroll as the days go 1;>n. For Farrell to deny
that the RA gag rule is a suppression of First Amendment ri_ghts is blindness. For the president of this
university to allow such actions to continue is unconscionable. But, hey, it's at least consistent with University policy, and isn't that why we come to Carroll
anyway? I thought that universities were places where
discussion, for all members of the community, could
freely and openly occur. !thought Carroll would give

n d avin. author of I o7iit arroll
Umversity:A Centuryo[Servtce, "Fr. Birkenhauerwas
also quoted as saying that because of the obvious moral
issue involved, he sought recourse 10 prayer during
which when he considered how God trusted His people;
hewasnotbeing'particularlyChristian' ifhedidn't'trust
the students.' Fr. Birkenhauer said, •As I prayed it seemed
to me that the crucial point was 10 trust the students 10 the
extentoftheirmaturity. I talked 10 the students, I listened
10 them and felt that they had a claim 10 be trusted." Over
twenty years later, administratorS and the current president have such little trust in the maturity of the students,
who are expected toserveasrolemodels in thecommunity, that they must silence RAs for fear of ideas.
"As a university John Carroll is committed to the
transmission and extension of the treasury of human
knowledgewiththeautonomyandfreedomappropriate
to a university." (JCU Mission Statement)
"Isn't it pretty to think so?"
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Other sources cited include The CN and The Sun
Also Rises by Ernest Hemin_f"'!ay. My apologies in
advance toJ. Gerard Sheehan iftJUsis too "ill-reasoned"
for you. /tried harder this time.

a perfect world in the eyes of some, 1f everyone were to
adhere to Cathol ic values as the sole basis of how to lead
one's life, but IllS not perfect world.
With this in mind, everyone must come 10 realize that
rallytng behind our Catholic mission will not solve all the
world's problems.
Berating a newspaper's stance on the issue of contraception will not rid the world of the AIDS epidemic, nor
wi ll people stop having sex. However, if it made one
person stop and think to use a condom, thus preventing
contraction of AIDS or an unplanned pregnancy , then The
CN did what it set out to do.
W. Franc1s Ryan, in his leuer to the editor on April 1,
referred to The CN as having the opm1on that sex is here
to stay, so here's how to. How can you argue that? Dr.
Ryan I am only three years removed from the college
trenches, and if you think that this information will be
wasted on the students, you arc mistaken.
I must state to the members of Carroll who are not
within the age group of 18-24 that kids arc battling things
that you never had to face in your day and age. Keep that
in mind before rendering judgement on your subjects.
And 1f you did battle such thmgs m your day and age,
try to be more understanding of what the current edition
of collegians are going through.
So when a campus newspaper addresses the issues of
contraceptives and members of Carroll community aetas
if society is retreating from a moral high ground, please
tell me this. Was this moral high ground somewhere in the
fi rst200 years of this great country of ours, because if my
history lessons serve my memory, weren' tthe first 100
years marked by that high moral ground of slavery? It
wasn't even 50 years ago that segregation was in full
swing in this country so that rules out the next several
decades.
And please don't tell me such things as wife and child
abuse, rape, armed robbery, religious persecution, arson,
and other various violations of moral fiber were invented
in the 1950s.
No longer can people take the "Hear No Evil, See No
Evil" approach to solving society's problems. We must
accept as part oi the human dilemma that problems exist
for which we cannot offer simple solutions. After aJI, the
wave of anti -drug slogans which have infiltrated all facets
of everyday life has not eradicated the drug problem. Not
even close.
We can and mustdoourbesttoeducate, for it is the best
and most efficiem way that we can combat the ills which
plague soc1ety. By addressing issues such as safe sex, we
can learn by the past mistakes and make for a better futu re.
Simply by sweeping it under theproverb1al rug will not
solve the b1gger problem anymore than 1ssuing threats or
preachmg abstinence.

I urge all those who opposed the contraception issue to
open your eyes. Yes, we are members of the Catholic
church, and yes, this is a Catholic University. But do not
be blind to the fact that there are problems existing in this
world that go beyond the walls of a particular religion.
By pointing fingers, we do not offer solutions. There
was not one negative letter that has appeared in The CN
which offered solutions.
Instead, the writers chose to lecture the readers with
rhetoric. Sheehan equated the infamous spur posse of
California with the contraceptive issue. Caserta said the
contraceptive spread has "no place in our school newspaper." Zucca wants the school to drop its association
with the school newspaper. Ryan attributes the
newspaper's loss of sa.1ity with the rites of spring.
Archdeacon thinks The CN will tum everyone into little
monsters because of information regarding condoms.
Choice words, but where are your solutions?
I applaud The CN for offering solutions, showing conviction and courage in daring to educate rather than
condemn. Isn't education the reason why John Carroll
University exists? If not, then this institution has become
a condemned building.
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Media panel explores
alternative papers
Elizabeth McDonald:____

10 erode on edi LOria! content," said

Bartinole.
The Society of Collegiate
All of the journalists present
Journalists and The Carroll News seemed LO have great conviction
co-sponsored a media panel en- in terms of their work, and in
titled "Cleveland Press- How maintaining a way to do the kind
Many Alternatives?" last of journalism they want to do.
Wednesday, April 21.
Mihaly implied this was a reason
Jay Miller, of City Reports; she left Cleveland Magazine.
Roldo Bartinole, of Point of "There is very recent! y a stress on
View;Jeff Hagan, of The Free cheerlcading ... being very upbeat
Times; Mary Mihaly, former and positive in reporting, [not
writer for Cleveland Magazine; necessarily honest],"said Mihaly.
The journalists also explained
Larry Durstin, of River Burns and
Mark Holan, of Scene Magazine why it is particularly difficult for
all came to the Jardine Room to alternative presses to exist in
answer the questions of John Cleveland. Holan said that it is
Carroll University students and not really a big enough city; there
faculty members.
can't be the same competition as
Mark Schreiner, 1992-1993 in Chicago or New York. "Clevecilitor in chief of the CN, acted as land is unlike a lot of big marmoderator, asking the five jour- kets," Holan said. "There's not a
nalists questions to begin the dis- whole lot of businesses to go LO
[for advertising].
cussion.
Basically, though, the talk foA Plain Dealer representative
was invited, but did not come, so cused on what is necessary to
the five publications represented, develop an alternative paper.
with the exception of Cleveland Hagan pointed out that the job of
Magazine, can or have been termed an alternative paper is not simply
"alternative" publications in the to report the facts objectively, but
to provide a new insight for their
past.
Much of the early discussion readers. He gave the example that
centered around the role of adver- an alternative paper could questisers in their publications, since tion what were the economic
most of them exist simply as a forces in society that would make
a woman tum to a profession such
result of advertising revenue.
Bartinole, who once worked as prostitution. He summarized
for the PD, said he started Point of this difference by saying, " I think
View so he wouldn't have to worry main stream papers say the
aboutanyoneediting his thoughts. system's fine and there' s bad
..1use my newsletter to project my people in it I say the system
personal views. I feel that adver- sucks and it makes people bad,"
tising in some way always begins said Hagan.
News Editor

------
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Carrollpalooza meets SU's
idea of success

thought the event went over quite ently working out the details of
who will pay for the damages.
smoothly.
The beer also ran out fairly
Carrollpalooza, an event
"I believe it was a great success
sponsored by the Student Union's and the tum-out was great too," early in the evening. But Riebe
Special Events Committee, came said Riebe. Riebe estimated that explained that this was only because they sold it faster than they
out to be a success and yielded a about600 stud!nts came.
$2,148 profit for the SU, accordThe $2,148 profit does not in- had anticipated. However, they
ing 10 Kathy McCullough, SU clude the sale of t-shirts, but the had a 10 pm deadline for the sale
tre.asurer.
profitS from the sale of beer and of beer, and she pointed out that
"The goal wasn't to make the S 1 donation that was asked of they did not run out much earlier
money because it was for the stu- each student who came. Riebe than thaL "Dean [Farrell) wanted
dents and it was successful," said said most of this money will go LO to set a time to stop [the sale of
McCullough.
the Red Cross. "We charged a beer] LO prevent any mishaps,"
According to McCullough, the dollar at the door 10 give 10 char- said Riebe.
Overall, all the officers
committee did not even use the ity, not to make a profit," she said.
There were a few minor prob- seemed to be pleased with the
full amount the Student Union
treasury had allotted for the event. lems. A banner, which belonged result of the event When asked
Carrollpalooza cost approxi- to Zeta Tao Omega, was stolen. if they would do it again, Riebe
mately S 10,200, and the SU had However, at the April 27 SU said, "There arc tentative plans
meeting, a represemative from the for Carrollpalooza, '94."
granted over $11 ,000 for it.
Elizabeth McDonald, news
Michelle Riebe, chairperson of sorority said that the thief had
the Special Events Committee, confessed, and they were pres- editor, contributed to this article.
Jemnifer Shaffer
NEIWS Wrtter

- --
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Administration announces
groundbreaking ceremony
Suzonnoh Montz
News Writer

W.D. Bookwalter, assistant LO
Rev. Michael Lavelle, president
of the University, would like LO
announce the groundbreaking
celebration for the O'Malley Center, which will house the Communications/Arts addition to the Administration Building on
Wednesday, May 5.
All members of the University
community are cordially invited
to enjoy cake and punch in the
Atrium from 12pm 10 lpm. At
12:1 5pm, Lavelle will say a few
words about the groundbreaking.
Models and drawings of the
O' Malley Center as well as the
addition 10 the Grasselli Library

will be on display at that time.
The O'Malley Center will
connect to the Administration
Building and extend out toward
Miramar Boulevard. The ground
floor of the addition will be for the
Communications Department, the
ftrst floor for Classical and Modem Languages/Cultures and the
second floor for the English Department Construction for the
O'Malley Center is being financed
from the $40 million Capital
Campaign and will begin on May
24, the day after the 1993 Commencement ceremonies, while library construction is scheduled to
begin in 1994.
Elizabeth McDonald, news
editor, contribured to this article.

Introducing the Oass of'93 Retail Financing Program.
A. Pick out a Toyota Paseo, Tercel or 4x2 (There are 15 Toyota models under $12,000).
B. Check out the 90-day deferred payment plan. C. Make a deal on your favorite
Toyota and then drive it home with no down payment. u11ove whatyou do for me."

Seems easy doesn't it? It is, so get to your Toyota dealer
today for the details. Then get the Toyota you've earned.

See your local'lbyota Deak!"
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Committee supports students'
rights for free expression
Editor's Note· Mathematics
Professor Dwtght Olsen lS President ofThe John Carroll UniversirychapteroftheAmericanAssociation of Universrty Professors
(AAUP). "AAUP ts essentially a
national organization of professorsthat try to safeguard the rights
;if faculry in terms of academic
freedom and rights of employmefll," said Olsen.
The following statements are
excerpts the MUP established in
1967 regarding the academic
freedom of students.
According to Olsen, the
chapter would talce "a dim vtew"
of anything that would limit the
free speech of students.
According to a prepared statemefJJ, "The JCU chapter of the
AAUP endorses the following
statements and wges the administration to put in place a policy that
would honor the rights and responsibilities articulated in these
statements."
"At a time when the Universiry is debating student rights and
responsibilities, we thought it
might be useful to highlight selectionsfrom various sections ofthis
dociU7'U!ntfor considuation by the
University colfllnWiiry," said the
JCU chllpw of Ute commuaet ua
its submission of the following
statements:

...
Academic institutions exist for

these goals.
As members of the academic
community, students shouJd be
encouraged to develop the capacIty for critical judgment and to
engage in a sustained and independent search for the truth.
Institutional procedures for
achieving these purposes may vary
from campus to campus, but the
minimal standards of academic
freedom of students outlined below arc essential to any commumty of scholars.
Freedom to teach and freedom
to learn are inseparable facets of
academic freedom. The freedom
to learn depends upon appropriate
Opportunitiesandconditionsin the
classroom, on the campus, and in
the larger community. Students
should exercise their freedom with
responsibility.

Theresponsibilitytosecureand
to respect general conditions conducive to the freedom to learn is
shared by all members of the acad(~mic community.
Each college and university has
a duty to develop policies and
procedures which provide for and
safeguard this freedom. Such
_po~aod~~dbe

developed at each institution
within the framework of general
standards and with the broadest
possible participation of the
members of the academic community. The purpose of this
statement is to enumerate the essential provisions for student
freedom to learn.

the transmission of knowledge,
the pursuit of truth, the develop-

ment of students, and the general
well-being of society. Free inquiry and free expression arc indispensable to the attainment of

Students should be free to take
reasoned exception to the data or
views offered in any course of
study and to reserve judgment

C heck out our new
Appetizer Menu!
Hot Wings • Asparagus Parmesan • Portobello
Mushrooms • Cajun Shrimp • Chicken Kabobs •
Stuffed Hot Peppers • Fried Ravioli
• Garlic Cheese Bread • Bruschetta
• Chicken Sausage + Red Peppers
Monday &:'I'u.esday:

15¢Wings 8 -Close
IHIAPPV IHIOU IR1: 4 -6 Mon<dla~1Fridlay15o/o off w / college ~D

321-7272 • Fainnount Circle

about matters of opinion, but they
are respons1blc for learning the
content of any course of study for
wh1ch they arc enrolled.
Students should have protection through orderly procedures
against prejudiced or capricious
academicevaluation. Atthcsame
time, they are responsible for
maintaining standards of academic
performance established for each
course in wh1ch they arc enrolled.
Information about student
views, beliefs, and political associations wh1ch professors acquire
m the course of their work as instructors, adv1sers. and counselors should be considered confidential.
Protection against improper
disclosure is a serious professional
obligation. Judgments of ability
and character may be provided
under appropriate circumstances,
normally with the knowledge or
consent of the student.
Students and student organizations should be free to examine
and discuss al l questions of interest to them, and to express opinions publicly and privately. They
should always be free to support
causes by orderly means which do
not disrupt the regular and essential operation of the institution.
At the same time, 1t should be
made clear to the academic and
the larger community that in their
public expressions or demonstrations, students and/or students
organizations speak only for
themselves.
Students should be allowed to
invite and to hear any person of
their own choosing. Those routine procedures required by an institution before a guest speaker is
invited to appear on campus should
be designed only to ensure that
there is orderly scheduling of fa-

cilities and adequate preparation
for the event, and that the occasion is conducted in a mannl,.,. appropriate to an academic community. The institutional control of
campus facilities should not be
used as a device of censorship.
It should be made clear to the
academic and larger community
that sponsorship of guest speakers
does not necessarily imply approval and/ or endorsement of the
views expressed, either by the
sponsoring group or by the institution.

The student press should be
free of censorship and advance
approval of copy, and its editors
and managers should be free to
develop their own editorial policies and news coverage.

Editors and managers of student publications should be protected from arbitrary suspension
and removal because of student,
fac ulty, administrative, or public
disapproval of editorial policy or
content.
Only for proper and sLated
causes shouJd editors and managers be subjectiO removal and then
by orderly and prescribed procedures.
The agency responsible for the
appointment of editors and managers should be the agency responsible for their removal.

All university published and
financed student publications
should explicitly SLate on the editorial page that the opinions there
expressedarenotnecessarily those
of the college, university or student body.

news briefs
SU grants awards
AttheApril20StudentUruon
meeting, the ftrst Magis Awards
were given. According to Diana
Hartman, internal affairs, "the
Magis Award is for faculty, staff,
and administrative members that
have gone above and beyond the
call of duty."
On April 20, Don Lallo and
Tom Reilley. of Grounds, and
Sr. Mary Noel, of Campus
Ministry, received the awards.
At the April 27 meeting, the
receipients were Paul Kelly, of
Campus Ministry, and Mark
Falbo, director of Community
Service.
Also at the April20 meeting,
Senior Julie Evans was given the
Student Service Dedication
Award. On April 27, Senior
Mike Giancola was given the
same award.
SU investigates pass/faiJ
Bob Wagnor,chairmanofthe
SU Academics Committe, is
looking to set up an open hearing
for students with Administrators
regarding the pass/fail option
proposal presented at the April
15 Faculty Forum meeting.
The proposal suggested that
the option be limited to juniors
and seniors, in addition to not
allowing the option to be used
for CORE courses.
"It's by no means definite that
such hearings will occur," said
Wagnor. •sutl'm sDOngly encouraging that it be done."
Peer Advisors now available
The peer advisor program is
now in effect out of the Counseling Services. Peer advisors are
students who have volunteered
their time to be available toothers who need someone to Lalk to
about problems or want information about campus life.
The list of peer advisors and
their phone numbers is posted in
each residence hall, in the commuter lounge, and in the CounCenter.

Our Managers are profes sionals at making sure ...
The atmosr.here Ia always fun, The food Ia alwaya freah,
The -rvlce a always good, The achedule Ia always aet and
The Training Ia designed to le t you ahlnel
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II you are an energetic, enthusiastic, team player looking for a fun, fast-paced environment, then come join our
OPENING TEAMI

The following positions are available:
• Host/Hostesses
• Bartenders
• Bussers
• Grill Cooks
• Pantry Cooks
• Dishwashers
• Servers
• Fry Cooks
• Broiler/ Saute Cooks
Apply In Pe rson:
9a.m.- 6 p .m .
M onday-Saturday

S h erato n Cleveland City Centre
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Roadway CEO to address Carroll community
Roadway Services' regional LTL
carriers cover mo:>t of the country.
In keeping with the tradition of
wh1le 1ts small package scrv1ce
providing the John Carroll UnicompctcswithFcderal&prcssand
versity commumty the opportufllly
Un1ted Parcel Serv1cc in the busito meet the chief executive officers
ness market In addition to the
of Ohio based companies, the
United States, Roadway Serv1ce
Mellen Chair will present a
also serves markets 1n
seminar by Joseph M. Clapp,
Mexico, Canada, and Europe.
the CEO of Roadway SerDr. Raj Aggarwal, from
vices Inc.
the Department of EconomClapp joined Roadway
ics and Finance, is lhe drivExpress in 1967 as an eming force behind the Mellen
ployeerelations manager. He
Series. When looking for
went on to hold various sales
JX,tcntial speakers, Aggarwal
positions, becoming vice
selects companies that have
president when he opened
a good story 10 tell, compathe ftrm's WashingtOn ofnieswhicharernakingmoney
flee in 1975.
and domg fairly well.
Past speakers have repreThen, in 1982, he was
elected 10 the board ofdirecsented companies which
have done better than the rest
tors, and went on 10 become
the president and vice chairof the market In fact, a stuman in 1986. He has been
dent of Aggarwal once did a
chairman since 1987.
swdy and bought stock in the
Clapp is a civic and incompanies of past Mellen
dustry leader. He has been
Series speakers. "The stuthe chairman of the Transdent made a considerable
portation Research Board of
Joseph M. Clapp, CEO, Roadway Inc.
profit," Aggarwal said.
the National Academy of
Aggarwal expects Clapp
Sciences and received its Carey C3f6er; Roadway Pockage Systems, to discuss how Roadway Services
distinguished service award. He is serving shippers in the small pack- Inc. works and what the company
a vice president of the American age market; and regional LTL expects from young people lookTrucking Association and chairs its trucking firms such as Viking, ing for employment
After a question and answer
Spartan, Cotes. ·and (set to be acfoundation.
period,students will beabletospcak
Also, he is a director or a II1JStec quired) Central Freight
Roadway Express is one of lhe to Clapp infonnally at a reception
of Akron Tomorrow, Summa
Health System,St Edward~ Home, three largest national LTL carriers. following the presentation. 'There
Jon Beech

ASSistant Features Editor

St Hillary's Foundation, and other
civic organizations.
Roadway Services, based m
Akron, is a leading American
truckingoompany. Its major diviSIOns include Roadway Express, a
nauonalless-than-truckload (LlL)

In this Series. The Mellen Chair invites chief executive officers of Ohio headquartered. publicly traded
flrrns to discuss current and expected financial
developments in their companies. The presentatlqpslp:.t.P~ Series offer a rare chance for directing
queStions at corporate decision makers about their
business and managerial strategies. The Series
was established by the Edward J. and Louise E.
Melfen Foundatiotl, Which also funded the Mellen
Chair in Finance a1 John Carroll University.
aren · t too many opportuniucs for a
student to speak to a CEO,"
Aggarwal said. "This situation IS
preuy unique."
Aggarwal believes the Mellen
Senes provides a benefit for both
t.hcspeakerandtheSll.ldent "When
a CEO comes to campus, he gets
the opportunity to meet some very
bright people."
Also. Aggarwal believes the
University benefits from the event
"This gives the University a chance
to show its kids off. JCU is an
undiscovered gem in the business
community."
Not only will lhe audience be
able to meet Clapp, but Aggarwal

expects 150 10 200 other area business exccuuves to attend the prescntauon.
Thlsannualeventusuallydraws
a standmg room only crowd, so
Aggarwal encourages everyone 10
come early.
Even 1f you arc not a business
maJOr, Aggarwal recommends
your attendance. "Everyone will
be workmg in some kind of business, what Mr. Clapp has to say is
important for everyone," he said.

Edttor's Note. The seminar
wtll be on Monday, May J at 5
f1 m tntheSACConferenceRoom.

HUMORI T
Kevin
Hughes
Relationshiup
Technology
Made User
Friendly
The World's
Funniest Advisor
on Life, Love, and
Laughter for
Relationships in
the 90's

-·
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• £·. Clinton's
To comedians,
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one funny guy
t
H
H
EVENTS
THURSDAY, 29
Baseball,against Wooster,
3p.m.

FRIDAY, 30
Movie, Aladdin, 6:30p.m.
in Kulas Auditorium, sponsored by the Student Union.
C h ess, 7 p.m. in Gauzman
Lounge.
Comedian, Kevin Hughs,
8 p.m. in the Wolf & Pot,
sponsored by Student Activities.

SATURDAY, 1
Softball, against CapitaJ,
1 p.m.

SUNDAY, 2
Run/Walk, ss donation to the Kidney Foundation, 12 p.m., sponsored
by Lambda Chi Rho.
Band Concert, 2 p.m. in
Kulas Auditorium.

5-K

MONDAY, 3
Softball,
against
Winenburg, 3:30p.m.
Lecture, Mellen Series, 5
p.m. in the SAC Conference

Room.

rtJst executive order was "two Big Macs, fries "Saturday Night Live" reported that the anand a large Coke."
nuaJ White House Easter-egg hunt had been
Leuerman proclaimed, "Israelis and Arabs replaced by a children's search for "the missDocs it seem Pres1dent Clinton has been the
buu of a million jokes over his f1tst 98-gomg- agree- he's fat!" Even Tom Brokaw chimed in ing middJe-class tax cut" Mark Russell said
that the president "ate everything but the Clinton "went from 'tax the rich' to 'bait and
on-100 days in the Wh1te House?
Well, the president might be a totaJ laugh- drapes" at a lunch w1th network anchors. As switch.' " And Leno has been carrying on
ingstock by now if the nauon's comedians had for Clinton's effortS to baJance intake with about Clinton's proposed tax increases as if
not been distracted by other targets - 1. Edgar exercise, Leno repeatedly called attention to taJk-show hosts were being bumped to the 98l Ioovcr,Jack Kevorkian, Bob Packwood. Amy his unbecomingly short jogging shorts and percem bracket "When he said he was going
New York comedian Tom Hertz said, "Every to create 8 million jobs, I didn't realize they
Fisher, Marge Schott, David Koresh.
Still, the new administration has taken Its time I see Clinton jogging, I get an urge for ·were all gomg to be tax collectors."
Damage: Beats us, but George Bush might
share of licks, and certain patterns of semi- crescent rolls."
Damage: Minimal, until the president ex- have a clue.
good-natured abuse have emerged. Let's reThe campaign is over (not that Perot has
play some of the blows and assess their impact. pands to William Howard Taft size. You know
Who wws the pants with the presidential this lineofattack docsn' t worry Clinton because noticed), but the jesters just won't let the
scaJ? Arsenio HaJJ said President Clinton hasn't he himself has joked about jogging to "cut the "character issues" Lie. LeLLerman said Clinton·s
announced a Supreme Court nominee because fat out of government"
tax return included "a $4,000 depreciation on
"Hillary hasn't made up his mind yet." David
How's this for a segue, folks? Rush GenniferFlowers."Leno,notingarccemscratch
Letterman said the president's Secret Service Limbaugh suggested Burger King open a on the president's neck, remembered "the old
code name is "Mr. Mom." And this from restaurant on the White House grounds with a days when he had a hard time explaining the
comedian Richard Belzer: "Remember when sign boasting, "Billions of Whoppers Told." A scratches on his back." And the comics keep
we used to worry that if something happened month into the administration, Leno was finding new ways to revive the subject of
to Bush, Dan Quayle would become president? wondering whether reuniting Fleetwood Mac Clinton's '60s waJtz with the Selective Service.
Now we have to worry that if something hap- would be "the only campaign promise Clinton Leno summed up the commander-in-chief's
policy on gays in the military with: "He says
pens to Hillary, Bill will become president" is going to keep."
Of course, most comedians can't be both- everyone should be aJJowed to serve- except
Damage: Estimate withheld until the first
lady's health-care task force comes up with a ered if a president shifts position on Haitian himself, of course." Damage: Undetermined,
refugees or the environment. The "t" word, unliJ the United States enters a warorsomelxxJy
plan that makes everyone ill.
ll started so early. Jay Leno said Clinton's however, has a reaJ ring to it. Kevin Nealon of can prove Hillary threw a lamp at her hubby.
Terry Kelleher

<01993. Newsdoy

IPTs work to perpetuate tradition
Nicole Trombetta
Features Wnter

It can be said that the reorganized fraternity of Iota Phi Theta
is one that was founded by accident.
When 44 guys on the second
noor of Dolan HaJJ decided to pick
l.pme~

WEDNESDAY, 5
Meeting, Commuter Connection, 6 p.m. in B-24.
Meeting, Sailing Club, 9
p.m. in O'Dea Room #3.

WHEII YOU RIDE
DRUNK.
IIIEMORE~

TIE ROAD
CIN IIAVEIN
EllllRELJ

tcr of the in-

active IPTs
in the 199091 school
year, they
had no idea
that they
were inheriting 17 years
of tradition
from the original members.
"We really didn'thaveany Lies
to the IPTs at the time and didn't

know anything about them," said
vice president Peter Chapman.
They decided it would be easier
forthemtouselheinactivatedcharter instead of forming a brand new
one,sothcyassumedthenarneiPT.
"Even before we were rccognizedas IPTby
name and by
charter, we
were already a
fratcrniLy,"' he
said.
"We
were an excited, aggrcssive, energetic
group."
It was this
group of freshmen that gave
the original
fraternity "a shot of new life,"
according to secretary Tom
Jefferds. They soon realized that

question of the week:

DIFFEREifl'

they had a lot in common with the
originaJ members,andaJumni now
enjoy a close relationship with
them. They maintain many of the
same traditions in both pledging
practices and the activities they
plan.
One thing thcfratemity stresses
as an integral pan of the pledging
process is making sure the pledge
class (unctions as a unit.
"We like LO have all of them do
an activity together, not have one
guy do this and another do that,"
Chapman said. "They have to understand where we're coming
from-that we can rely on everyone. lL all comes down to trust."
Jefferds agreed. "We aJI want
to toe the same hne and working
together is easier than working
apart. And that's what we dowe work together."
Getling a pledge class to work

''What would you do for a
Klondike bar?"

MUlliN&.

"Join us
at the
I'TlOviesl"

Dee Hasket
Junior

Dennis Reardon
Senior

Summer Neal

'Td do somebody else's

"Cluck like a chicken."

"Strip for Millor 3."

Michelle Leone
Sophomore

Mike Brainard
Junior

JuUe Smolen
Sophomore

"Clog dance In the

"Cluck like Dennis
Reardon."

"Polka at Rascal House."

Sophomore

homework

SEVERANCE
THEATER
3590 Mayfield Road
Clev. Hgts., Ohio 44118

(216) 291-1244
Nati ona l
Theater
Corp.

cafeteria."

pholoa by Mitbad 1...-

together may not be as easy as it
appears, especially when they arc
as diverse as the IPTs tend to be.
The members have interests and
personalities that arc not only varied, but would appear to clash.
"There arc some guys who
spend as much time at the bars as
other guys spend at the library and
they are still all friends," said
founding pled e eta s member

Wally Round. "We've got guys
who are incredibly intense with
aggressive personalities and then
we have guys who arc reaJiy laidback. Itjust adds to thechem istry."
Although the common perception of the IPTs isasan obnoxious
group, there is more to them than
that, said Chapman.
"I think the ones who produce
the label for us are the ones who
are out all the time and are kind of
rowdy, but there are guys in the
frat who are the most down-toearth people," he said. "When
they come out to pledge for us, I
look at it as an honor because they
look at us and see us for what we
are, not what we appear to be."
The IPTs aJso stress the imporLance of acadcm ics on their
pledges, Jefferds said. They hold
mandatory study hour during
pledging and the pledges must sign
in and out to ensure attendance.
"During pledging you want to
impress a couple of things," he
said. "You want to impress the
ideaJ that you're in this for brotherhood and you're in this to form
these close relationships, but if
you lose sight of your academic
work then you might not be coming back, and we don't want that
to happen."
The members of IPT have anglicized their letters to "Integrity,
Pride and Togetherness" and that
can be applied to the original
members as well as to those of the
reborn brotherhood. Or perhaps a
simplified translation can also be
used; in the words of Wally Round,
"Our motto is 'Beer is Good.'"

WORLD VIEW
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Are the Guatemalans really living?

NEWS QUIZ

Guatemala struggles to rise out of poverty

1.) The number of _last

year decreased s1x percent
allhough total violent
crimes remained about the
same.
a) murders; b) rapes;
c) assaults; d) arson
2.) Ships carrymg food,
mcdicineand Bibles to_
began arriving Sunday.
Organizers say the private
humanitarian gesture will
re inforce a g rowing
democratic movement.
a) Bosnia; b) Russia;
c) Cuba; d) Guatemala
3.) Iraq said that death rates
among young children in
Iraq have increased by
more than _
percent
because of UN economic
sanctions. Iraq blames the
increased death on shortages of food and medicine.
a) 100; b) 50;
c) 800; d) 25
4.) The United Nations
said that progress is being
made to e nd _ civil war.
The Marxist government
reviewed a peace treaty
draft.
a) Angola's; b) Somalia's;
c) Haiti's; d) L ibya's
5.) Pope John Paul ll v isited_ for one day. This
country is Europe's poorest nation.
a) Ireland; b) Albania;
c) Italy; d) Greece
6.) A hijacker managed to
evade security checks by
hobbling lhrough _ airport on crutches and stuffing his weapons in a cast.
a) London; b) Paris;
c) New Delhi; d) Rome
7.)AUSATODAY/CNN/
Gallup Poss found that_
are far more likely to favorcivil-rights protections
for homosexuals.
a) woman; b) men
8.) The World Health Organization said that children in Belarus who have
been diagnosed with thyroid tumors are the ftrst
whose cancer c an be
linked to nuclear fallout
from _ .
a) Perry; b) Springfield;
c) Three Mile Island;
d) Chemobyl
At~P-en: I) a; 1)<: 3) t;4)

a; $) b; 6)e; 7) a; 8)d
Canpilcd by S"""'""'" Slanina

Sublets Needed:
Large law finn looking
for homes/apartments for
law students who are
clerking in Cleveland
during summer months.

Call Paula Tilisky

479-8017
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Megan C lifford
World Vi ow Wnter
Everyday when we pick up the
newspaper we hear another story
of violence., poverty, or suffering
in places like Bosnia, Somalia, or
the Middle EasL These are the
placesthemcdiacovers. But wha<
about the places that the media
docsn 't cover, the places like Ireland, China or Chile. The places
like Guatemala.
When was the last time you·
read about G uatemala and the absolutely devestated conditions in
wh ich the G uatemalan people
exist? I say exist because after
hearing Dr. Doris Donne lly and
Alice Hermann speak of their experiences in Guatemala, there is
no possible way a person could
" live" in Guatemala.
Donnelly, a religious studies
pro fessor at John Carro ll, spent a
week in Guatemala last January
on a fact finding mission with a
group fr om the Christian Foundation for C hildr en and Aging.
Donnelly had never been to Guatemala and found it to be a "land

of comrasLc;." "It IS rich and posh
topographically, but also ex
tremely impoverished and depressed," Donnelly said.
According to Donnelly, there
arc three types of people who hve
10 Guatemala: the Ladinos, or
people of Spanish and Mayan descent; the indigenous Mayan, or
natives; and the foreigners, who
arc mainly people from developed
countries who move their companics to G uatemala for cheap labor.
As in many Central American
countries the upper class (Ladinos)
con tro l the lower c lass (ind igenous) when they a re the m inor ities.
To give you a concept of what
"control" means in Guatemala,
Donnelly said that 94%ofthe land
in Guatemala is owned by 17
families. Imagine this example .
He re a t J o hn Carroll , we have
e ig ht d o rms; what if all but s ix
r oom s we re o wn e d by 17
people? This uneven d istri bution of la nd and resources is
one o f t he major reasons for
the povert y in Guate mala.

What exactly docs poverty
mean in Guatemala? According
to Hermann, a graduate student
andactivememberofCievcland's
Task Force on Central America,
R7% of Guatemalans li ve in poverty. These people have no running water and their food for one
day •sone tortilla. Guatemala docs
have the resou rces, but a ll t hc~r
crops, s u ch as snow peas,
broccoli , a nd melon , arc grow n
fo r export.
Another reason for this never
endi ng cycle of poverty in Guatemala is the high level of unemployment and the poor wages.
According to Donnelly the average G uatemalan worker rises before dawn, walkstwotothrcehows
to work (in bare feet), works a 1215 hour day, walks home in the
dark and earns the equivalent of
three American do llars. On average, to feed a family of four for
o ne da y, it costs $7.50. T he
fa mi ly will never make e no ug h
m oney to get a head ; they will
a lways b e behind.
Another reason for the prob-

!ems 10 Guatemala 1s racism.
Seventypercentofthcpopulauon
(1ndigcnous)iscontrollcdbythiny
percent (Ladinos).
How docs this majority have
the powertocontrol the m1nonty?
The same way they do it In South
Africa - through violent force.
The wealthy land owners want to
keep their land, if anyone 10
GuatemaJa even mcnuons the
words 'land reform ,' they can consider themselves dead.
According to Hermann, the
price o f an assassination in G uatemala isS25. In I992alone,I06
people "disappeared" and 420
were publicly tortured and killed.
These atrocities have been gomg
on for years.
G uatemalan people have two
cho ices. They can stay silent and
suffer or they can speak out and
live in fear for their lives.
The situa tio n in G uatemala is
gettingprogressivelyworseaswe
continue to brush it aside. It is
time the people there begm to
live, they have j ust ex1sted for too
long.

White House turning attention to Mideast peace
Norman Kempster
e1993. Los Angeles Times
WASHINGT ON - Three
months after it took office with
promises o f new directions in
foreign policy that would emphasize American competitiveness in
the global economy, the Clinton
administration is preparing to immerse itself in one of the oldest,
most elusive diplomatic quests:
peace between Israel and its Arab
neighbors.
With Clinton •s emphasis on the
g lobal economy, many had expected Washington' s relationship
with Japan to rise to the top and
the Middle East - which had
c onsumed , and frustrated , U.S .
diplomatsforalmosthalfacentury
- to receive less attention.
Before he joined the National
Security Council as its top Middle
East specialist. Martin lndyk remarked that it seemed certain
Warren Christopher's ftrst trip
a s sec retary of state would be
to Japan, not the Middle East.
But Indyk was wrong.
Chri stopher made an ex te nded tour of the Middle East
in February and did not get to
Tokyo until this month. Eve n
then, the primary purpose for
h is tri p wa s a meeting to d is-

c uss economic aid to Russia.
Administratio n o ffi cials are
frank to acknowledge that focusing on the Middle East peace
process offers few potential rewards in tenns of the economic
issues that Clinton has placed at
the top of his agenda But they,
Iike their predecessors, see it as an
overriding issue.
And they insist that circums tances have handed the m a
priceless opportunity.
Like a U o f his recent predecessors, Christopher is expressing
high optimism as he prepares for
the resumption Tuesday of the
complex, interlocking negotiations between Israel and Syria,
Jordan, Lebanon and the Palestinians.
"Now there is an opportunity
for the parties to work together
and make tangible progress,"
Christopher said recently. "If the
parties are prepared to do their
part and to narrow the gaps, we
will certainly do ours and play the
role of a full partner."
This time, many Middle East
experts agree, conditions seem
ripe for success. This time,
they say, the parties mus t realize that their only hope for
sec urit y
and e c onomi c

progress lies in making peace.
" I doubt if many Middle East
specialists would arg ue with the
suggestion that Russia and perhaps
Japan are the two most important
subjects rig ht now," said William
B. Quandt, a former NSC staffer
who is now a scholar at the
Brookings Institution in Washington. " But this is no time to
reach the conclusion that the
Middle East is a dry hole.
"There may never be a beuer
chance to make some breakthroughs, particuJarl yon the SyriaIsrael front but also on the IsraelPalestinian fronL This is a chance
to actually achieve something."
Maybeso. Butthoseoptimistic
refrains are almost as common in
Middle East diplomacy as the
endemic violence that both underlines the need for accommodation and poisons the atmosphere
for its achievemenL
As deputy secretary of state in
the Carter administration, Christopher was on hand for the 1978
Camp David conference, which
registered the most dramatic suecess in the history of American
efforts to mediate a Middle East
scttlemenL Theisrael-Egypttreaty
that grew out of that meeting remains the onJy peace agreement

between Israe l and any Arab nation. C hristopher c learly wo uld
like to repeat that heady performance.
When they gather Tuesday at
the State Departme nt, the parties
will resume talkmg. But, so far .
they have done hulc more than
endlessly recite lheir own entrenched positions. There has been
little of the sort of split-the-difference negotiating that is required
to settle long-festering disputes.
Talk, by itself, clearly is not
enough. Despite repeated disappointment, expertS say there are
signs that the parties are ready for
some real bargaining this time.
Christopher says the stakes are
too high to permit the United States
to reduce the emphasis that it
places on the region.
"All the parties - Israel, Palestinians, Jordan, Syria and
Lebanon - need and want real
peace and security ,"hesaid. "Only
negotiations can produce a settlement that embodies these principles. I think they fmally came to
the conclusion that it was very
much in their own interesttocome
back to the negotiations (and)
to have the opportunity for the
United State s to a ssis t a s a fuJI
partner. "
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JOHN CARJlOLL Students
FREE admi.ssion with this pass to:
Downtowns's Original and #1 Party Club

ltASCAL HOOSE

''The King of Bars'' Fri~~i~at.
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EDUCATIONAL
OPPORTUNITIES:
On Which Side of the Walls?
"All our children ought to be allowed a stake in the
enormous richness of America.
Whether they were born to poor white Appalachians or
to wealthy Texans, to poor black people in the Bronx or
to rich people in Manhasset or Winnetka, they are all
quite wonderful and innocent when they are small.
We soil them needlessly. "
Savage Inequalities
Jonathan Kozol
Grades and the future are the top two pressures on area high
school teenagers accordmg to an informal, random survey of
355 students from Beachwood, Cleveland Heights, East
Cleveland, Garfield Heights and Shaker He1ghts high schools.
"The future is really important and getting into a good
college depends on the grades I receive presently," wrote a
Cleveland Heights female senior on her survey.
The survey was compiled and conduciCd by John Carroll
JOUrnalism students with the objective of finding out what life
is hke for Qeveland area high school students. Questions were
geared toward finding their biggest pressures socially and
academically, as well as their general concerns both in and out
of school.
Students from four of the five schools surveyed rated
'drugs" and "violence and/or gangs" as the two least important
pressures. The exception from the five is East Cleveland,
which ranked "violence an<Vor gangs" as eighth out of 12
possible pressures.
Ironically, students from the wealthio"sl and l.he~est
hi h schools had the greatest number of hegative answers to
the question of how they thought others view theu school.
llurty-nine of 63 surveyed Beachwood students and 65 of 87
East Cleveland students said others view their school as "not
~ood" or "not very good." Several East Cleveland students wrote
.he word "ghetto" afiCr their choice of "not very good,"
mplying they believe others view East Cleveland as being
tocated in a ghetto.
In contrast, 38 of 67 Shaker Heights students thought others
"iewed their school as "good" or "very good." Students from

all the schools except Shaker believe other teenagers view their
schools poorly. F1fty-two percent. indicated they believe others see their school as "not good" or "not very good." Only six
percent ofall students surveyed, predominantly Shaker Heights
teenagers, said their school was viewed as "very good."

0 f the 355 students surveyed, 301 said they participate in
extra-curricular activities. The majority of thsese extra-curncular activities are sports teams, with only 87 students involvedinsocialactivities,suchaschecrleading,StudentCouncil
and dance committees. Eighty-nine students are involved in
academic activities, which included groups like the National
Honor Society, debate team, and the school newspaper.
Many students surveyed live with the difficult task of
balancing school and work, as 152 of the students said they
have after-school jobs.
Most students consider their financial situations fairly secure, as 68 percent responded "comfortable" or "very comfortable" as a description of their household income.
\VJlen asked about their living arrang ment, most students said
they live with two parents. The second most common respon~. as
given by 108 students, was they live with their mother. Forty-six of
these responses carne from East Qeveland srudents.
Shaker Heights, on the other hand, had the highest number
of single fathers as heads of households with a total of nine.
The survey also asked students what they would like to say
to their parents but have not been able to. Some offered advice:
"Understand yourselves before you put your own philosophies
into my head," said one male senior from Beachwood; "Let me

What is your ethnic/ racial background?

•

45%
Caucasian
45% II African American
2% II Native American
1.5% ~ Hispanic
1% 0 Asian American
2%
Jewish
1.5% Efl Other
2% 0 Bi-Rac1al

•

Students answered the above
question indicating how they
described their racial or ethnic
background. 318 of 352
students completed this
question. Percentages are
correct to ±0.25% and do not
include non-responses

This survey was mformal and anonymous. and was completed by 355 students from
Beachwood, Cleveland He~ghts, East Cleveland, Garl•eld He1ghts. and Shaker
He~ghts h~gh scllools 16 separate questiOns were asked, w1th open-ended, dosed·
ended, and Lickert scale questions All percen~ages are ac:aJrate to :t0.5%or bener.
and om•tted responses are IndiCated as such CO 225 students conducted all
surveys Layout. des~gn. and ed1bog by Pati'IC'I Mc:Gtll, Elizabeth McDonald and PJ
Hru<>Chak GraphiCs by PJ Hruschak

About this project ...
In his profoundly-disturbing and best-selling book,
Savage Inequalities, Jonathan Kozol tells of life inside
various American classrooms. Often the walls of those
rooms define the boundaries of opportunity for the young
people who pass through them.
America is vast and the people are many, yet the
opportunities, even in Cuyahoga County, remain few.
According to the 1992 Poverty Indicators for Cuyahoga County, " ... the greater Cleveland economy generated fewer jobs than the rest of Ohio and the United States
average in every major occupational ca1egory."
Students in a CO 225 journalism class used this past
semester to survey high school students to learn what life is
like in five school districts, each less than 10 miles from
John Carroll's campus: Beachwood, Cleveland/University
Heights,Garfield Heights, EastOeveland,and ShakerHeights.
This issue presents only part of their efforts with the
ftrst installment a two part series, Educational Opportunities: On which side of the walls? which focuses on the
fmdings of this survey, and on the opinions of students
from Cleveland Heights High School about their schooling and future. The May 6, 1993 issue of The Carroll
News will feature Beachwood, East Cleveland, Garfield
Heights, and Shaker Heights High.
For many, the findings may be surprising in that many
students are happy with their schools, and gang violence
is not as much a problem as the media may portray. Other
students are not happy with their school, believing that
others look down on their school.
By surveymg area high school students, we hope to
bring the culture of each school to a new I ight, and to bring
a bener understanding to what many consider the most
focal period in a person's education.
grow up," was a common response from several Cleveland
Heights teenagers.
Some students gave more positive responses. One female
junior from Garfield wrote that she would tell her parents,
"Even though I don't show it all the time, I appreciate everything you do for me."
I n general, the students seem to have high hopes for the future.
When asked what they thought they would be doing in two years,
272 students out of 355 said they plan to auend college.
Although hopeful, many students seemed concerned about
the future. "I'm constantly preparing for my future," said a female
junior from East Cleveland. "Everything I do is for my future."
Overall, the students seem to view the1r long-term futures
very positively. The most popular response was that they saw
themselves in some son of professional career. This response
was closely followed by students who saw themselves married
or with a family.
One male Shaker Heights junior wrote he wanted both,
stating, "I want to have a good job, and be starting a family."
Elizabeth McDonald, Walt Pavluk

Gangs offer teens culture, violence
Gang activity has moved off the any of the other suburbs."
them as young as 11 ,"said Rhines.
silver screen and America's coasts
Sometimes gang activity will stray
"These gangs recruit juveniles to
and mto most communiues.
into non-turf neighborhoods.
do the dirty work because if they are
The casts1de of Cleveland is no
Gang initiation often consists of arrested theu punishment is usually a
exception. According to Gary Rhmes, severe beatings. "If they can surv1ve slap on the hand," said Rhines.
of the Midwest Gang InvesGangs also have their own
tigative Association, gangcultural symbols. "Organized
related activities and "wannagangs can tell each other
be" gangs can be found in all
without flashing symbols,"
the school districts surveyed
Rhines sa1d.
by a CO 225 class. Rhmcs
The gang culture is so
sa1d the more mfamous gangs
common that the Cleveland
such as the Bloods and Cnps
Heights-University Heights
have eastside units, as do The
High School devotes a sizeFolk Nation and The People
able portion of its student rule
Nation. "These main organibook to defining a gang .
.tations have several sub"A gang is defined as any
groups (whose) activities are
sponsored
non-school
highly organized," said
group ... whose purpose or
Gang graffiti such as this can be found
Rhines.
practices include the comDespitetheviolencegangs
around downtown Cleveland .
mission of illegal acts, violaare known to cause, such as
Lions of school rules, estabdrive-by shootings, burglaries, thefts, [the beating) or handle that they'll be lishment of territory or 'turf,' or any
and beatings, surveyed students at brought into the gang," said Rhines. actions that threaten the safety or
local high schools said gangs arc not
Similar initiation activities have welfare of others," states the Clevea major concern.
been recorded in Garfield Heights, land Heights student handbook. "A
Webster Kight, I 1th grade princi- according to Detective Soltis. He student shall not appear with ... gang
palofShaw High School said,"[Gangs identified several incidents as gang- identifications ... such as colors or
are) not a critical issue because they related, including the robbing ofeld- clothing."
don't come to school." He also said erly people at a Garfield mall.
"It is hard to get out of a gang
kids involved in gangs do not bother
The average age of local gang once you arc in one," said Rhines.
kids who arc serious about school.
members is becoming younger. "We "You know everything about it."
This view was echoed by Sgt. Pat had a narcot1cs bust rccentJy and Rhines also said that members know
Lane, a narcoucs and juvcni le officer arrested a 15. 19, and 29-ycar-old," too much about the violence or acuv•for East Cleveland who srud gang Rhme sa•d . For the fifteen-year-old, tiesof membcrsoftheirgang tO leave.
activity was "no more, no worse than it was his third offense. "We'vcsccn
Steve lipiec, Ross Venere
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·~ ·: -~ H1gh School .
..~. A diverse city
Within the heart of Cleveland Heights, there is a place dependency. There are also athletic and social groups for the
where people of aUreligions, cultures, races and genders come students to join.
"Kids at Heights High have an opportunity to fit into any
together to fonn a community and to help each prepare for the
future. That place is Cleveland Heights High School.
number of social groups. There is a group or group of groups
"Heights High is a small city unto itself," Heights Principal for everybody in this school," said Shaddow.
Charles M. Shaddow frequently comments. Shaddow pointed
He added, "Out of 2500 students, nearly 66 percent are
to economic, religious, racial, and cultural diversity as the involved in some type of athletics or student organization."
factors that set this school apart from others.
According to the March 1993 issue of Cleveland Magazine,
With a 64 percent minority population and nearly 2500 Heights High spends $6,070 per student. one of the highest
students from all religions, the Heights High administration budgets among Cleveland area public schools. This spending
hopes students can learn from each other.
level may be a reason for the amount of opportunities the
WhenoneapproacheslheHeightscarnpusitbecomesevidentthat school can offer such a wide range of programs for students.
Stlldents are not necessarily fashionably chic, but cui~II!FI!II!Iiii~~
However, many students still think other people
turally chic. ~h student sportS his or her own tracJc,.
view their school poorly. In an infonnal survey of
mark look.
73 Heights students, only 18 respondants out of73
"Ithinkyoucanleamalotmcreabouttheworldand
thought their school was viewed as "good or very
people when you are surrounded by many different
good" by other teens. According to Shaddow, "we
cultures, instead of being grouped wil}l people of
are terribly mispcrccivcd. Unless you experience il
the same race or religion," said a 16-year-old junior.
personally ,you miss the brilliance, fun, excitement., diversity
A 17-year-old senior added, "You wilJ find that Heights and excellence," of Heights High.
High, in my opinion, is the most racially open school in
This is not to say the school doesn't have problems. "We
Cleveland. Not that it still couldn't be better; there is still a lot don't lack for challenges here," said Shaddow.
of racial tension."
Of the 73 studcnL<; surveyed, 24lived with a single parent, and 20
In an effort to combat this tension, a race relation:; group has of these lived with only their mothers. Assistant Wrestling Coach Kip
been fonned within the school. It is one of many programs Aanikpointedtothelackofmalcrolcmodelsasareasonwhymany
designed to help students with their problems. Other groups of his athletes confide in him when they have problems. ''I'm not
include one for children of divorced parents, for young Afri- saying that a single mom or dad can't do a good job, but there is
can-American males, and for students with drug or alcohol tremendous pressure on that one parent," Flanik said

Coach wrestles parents, other issues
"If you lose your parents, you lose your school.

We're losing our parents, so what can we do?"
Kip Flanik

The main problem at Cleveland
Heighi.S High School, aa:ording 10
27-year-old Kip Flanik, a 1984
graduate and assistant wrestling
coach at Heights High, is the absenceofparents in thestudents'lives.
"If you lose your parents, you
lose your school," Flanik said.
"We're losing our parents, so what
can we do?" Flanik knows about
losing a parenL
At age 13, Flanik wimessed his
father being shot to death by a

portant part of his life. "All of the
kids come to me wilho &heir prob-

lems," he said.
Parents seem less of a presence
now than when he attended Heights,
Flanik said. Managing a household
and raising ch1ldren are large burdens for single mothers who often
seem to take the wrong attitude that
"if something goes wrong with the
kid, it's the school's fault," he said.
Kids who receive poor grades,
lack direction because of involve-

Heights wrestling coach Kip Flanlk flanked by Jerome Jones and
David Jones (not related) who were league and sectional
champions t his year.

burglarrwho had entered their home.
Flanik, who came from a physically
abusive childhood with an alcoholic
father, said the incident was not a
tremendous loss. "I didn't want to be
like my father."
This experience, said l-1antk, and
many othersdunng his lifehasshapcd
him into the person he is today.
Helpmg Heights H1gh kids is an 1m-

ment with drugs or alcohol, or devote the majority of thc1r ume to
gang activity concern h1m. According to Flanik, someti mcs parents take
the easy way out, holding the school
r~ponsiblcand thinking the administrators should prevent or protect
their children from these ncgauve,
outs1dc innucnccs.
Flan1k compared Cleveland

The survey results also reported students selected grades
and the future as the biggest pressures on the students. "My
whole life 1sdetcnnmed by my successasastudent,so I'm told.
Everything else is pan of my future," said one 16-ycar-old
junior on his survey.
"Grades w1ll always be an ISSue, I would hope, in a quality
h1gh school," Shaddow responded.
Many people who come 1nto contact w1th Heights High
agree that it is a quality high school. Flanik said, "basically, I
think that people who have ever had anythmg to do with
Cleveland Heights respect Cleveland He1ghts."
Catherine Camago, Elizabeth McDonald
Elizabeth Osbome, Kara Stoughton

A Yarmulke in a
Field of Baseball Hats

Heights with what he described as the
"day care" envaronment of East
Cleveland. He said academics are not
"In my opinion Heights High Is the most
~ racially open school In Cleveland. "
•
a top priority at East Cleveland and
Elrod Miller
parents view it more as a place where
&beit dai~Mn-ae .... and off lhe ~ ~~;~ tfiitjliiiCj,BIJOd MiUCir
~~~~~~~~--~
st.reeLS. If parental involvementdoesn 't
looks like any other typical high life is devoted to Berar, rhe Youth
school 17-year-old. Beneath his Zionjst movement I belong to,"
improve, he added, Heights High can
typical Heights ensemble of said Miller. "Weelcends, both Frilook forward to being in East
droopy
jeans, tennis shoes and day and Saturday, are spent at
Cleveland'ssituationinaboutlOyears.
equally
droopy
T-shirt lies an in- temple with all other time deFlanik said he doesn't see racism
-~credible story and rich background voted to Betar," said Miller.
among Heights students as a big
Bctar is a national organizathat makes him different from
problem, and attributes the existing
tion for Jewish youth that includes
most Heights High teenagers.
racism to parents. "(Students) are
Alone, Miller came to the US the philosophy of viewing Israel
and do what you teach them to do,"
in 1988 from Israel to live with an as "fJtSt priority."
Flanik said.
"There are 10 students from
uncle who was working in New
He said the problem of racism is
York as a cab driver. "Just imag- Heights High who belong to
ine a 13-year-old wandering the Betar," said Miller.
not as great as it is made out to be. "My
Miller described the organizastreets
of New York by himself,"
[wrestling] team is predominantly
tion
as very time consuming.
said
Miller.
black," Flaruk said. '"The kids all get
"I really don't have much Lime
A
little
over
a
year
later,
along; they don't sec it that way."
Mmer's parents followed with his for anything else. But that's the
According to Flanik, there is a
sister and soon after the family way I like it," Milkr said. "Dating
great sense of pride among both stuouL'iidc of my faith is next to imsenlcd in Cleveland Height<;.
dents and teachers. He pointed out
"My mother is Polish and my possible, not just because of the
there is a 2.0GPA eligibility requirefather is Russian," said Miller, differences in opinion, but bement for the student athletes, which
who identified a class on the Ho· cause we would never have time
is different from all other Cleveland
Jocaust at Heights as his favorite. to sec each other. Not that I haven't
"Their parents arc survivors of considered it many times. I have a
area public schools.
lot of non-Jewish friends."
the Holocaust"
"1 had three kids (on my team)
Miller said he does not feel
Because
of
his
diverse
family
with above a 4.0 grade point averthat
he is discriminated against
background,
Miller
spcalcs
seven
age. There's notonekid on my wreslanguages including Russian, because of his faith.
tling team who does not want to go to
"In my opinion Heights High
Polish, Hebrew and since auendcollege," he said. "Out of eight seis the most racially open school in
ing Heights High, German.
niors, maybe one will not go."
But nothing stands out across Cleveland," said Miller. "Not that !
Flanik said he has more faith in
the crowded courtyard of base- it still couldn't be beuer."
Cleveland Heights students than those
As future plans go, Miller
ball caps at Heights High more
he observed from other schools. He
seems to know exactly what he
than his yarmulke.
"I just made a new rule that will be doing. "1 will be going
believes private schools shelter the
[yarm ulkcs] had to be wom to back to Israel for sure; he said.
students too much, whereas Cleveschool," says Elrod Miller, using "I'm going to join the Israel army ·~
land Heights, a public school, offers a
his power from the position he and eventually become a pilot."
more realistic perspective of life.
As Miller walks to his waiting
holds
in Bctar, a youth Jewish
"I wouldn't hesitate to send my
Organization of which he is the RTA bus to bring him home, he
kid to Cleveland He1ghts, but I would
"Commander in Charge." He said calls over-his shoulder, ''Oh yeah,
hesitate to send my k1d to Beachhis Jewish faith has become one more thing, school in Israel
wood or St. Ignauus," said Flanik.
''number one priority" in his young sucks in comparison to Heights."
Elizabeth McDonald
Catherine Carnago
high school life.
Kara Stoughton

.
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The holocaust: Israel's divided memory
Israeh newspapers. h IS a common Lheme in Israeli art, literature
JERUSALEM - Manfred and telev1sion. It 1s a part of the
Klafter was arrested by the Nazis political discourse. Thousands of
and was on his way to the Israeli youths make pilgrimages
Auschwitz concentration camp to the Nazi cd~enD ation camps
when he escaped. Eighty of his in Poland, and each ycarthenat.ion
relatives died in the Holocaust.
comes to an abrupt halt while
But he has little time for Ho- drivers leave their cars to stand in
locaust memorials: "Too much is respect for the long siren on Hobeing spent on commemoration, locaust Remembrance Day.
and not enough on the living,"
But the national solidarity
said Klafter, who now heads a suggested by these acts is misgroup in Isrllel offering counsel- leading. With a gingerliness of
ing to Holocaust survivors.
caution, some suggest Lhis fealty
The memory of the Holocaust to Holocaust remembrance is
does not rest peacefully in Israel. misplaced. Complaints that the
In Lhe one country where univer- Holocaust is used - and misused
salagreementabouttheHolocaust - have circulated among Israelis
and its lessons might be expected, since the ultra-Zionist government
there remains a national unease of Menachem Begin regularly
about it.
evoked the Holocaust to bludgeon
Even as those who lived political opponents.
through the Nazi horror grow old
Those complaints were reand their numbers become inevi- newed in a controversial book
tably smaller, debate over how to published in 1991 by Tom Segev,
keep the memory alive- and for an Israeli historian and newspaper
whatpurposes-remainsrawand columnist The book, "The Sevpainful.
enth Mmion: The Israelis and the
The opening of the U.S. Holo- Holocaust," has just been pubcaust Memorial Museum in lished in English.
Washington last week sounded a
Children exposed to Lhe grim
distantechotothedebatehereand pictures of Yad Vashem are told
stirred old divisions between the to "remember," writes Segev.
Jews in Israel and those abroad.
"What is a child supposed to do
While all agree Lhe Holocaust wilh those memories? For a great
shouldberemembered,somelhink many of them, the horror picit is best commemorated here.
tures were likely to be inter"We have nothing against the pre ted as a call for longmuseum. We think the Holocaust standing, blind hatred."
Doug Struck

i)J993. The Baltimore Sun

world," said Billie Laniado, a

"JPrescmn& \be sacred. holy
memory of the Holocaust is dan-

spokeswomanforlhe Yad Vashem
Holocaust Memorial in Jerusalem.
"Of course, we think for every
Jew, Yad Vashern should be Lhe
center."
Yad Vashem is a sprawling,
low-lying memorial on a hilltop
overlooking the Israeli capital. It
contains exhibits, archives, a register of victims and photographs
showing how they died. It is a
somber, sorrowful place, heavy
with documentation of the atrocities of mass murder, the suffering
of Jews and the artwork spawned
by misery.
There is little chance of Lhe
Holocaust's being forgotten in
Israel. The catastrophe in which 6
million Jews were deliberately
extenninated has become an integral component of Israeli life. It is
emphasized in classrooms: Holocaust questions are 20 percent of
the history exam for high school
graduation.
It is mentioned almost daily in

gerous," said Aryeh Bamea,
chairman of a Holocaust remembrancegroupcalledLapid(Torch).
"It is a guarantee that no one will
learn anything from it. because
anyone who tries to compare it to
anything else will be called a
criminal."
For most of the 1950s and
1960s, Israel- and the new immigrantsthemselves-madelittle
mention of the Holocaust
"Of course, I remembered. But
I clidn 't want to speak about my
experiences. I dido 't even want to
think of it," said Israel Shahak,
who was liberated by U.S. troops
from a concentration camp in
Poland and came in 1945 to Palestine.
"The Zionism ideology said
that Jews in the diaspora (outside
Israel) were 'human dust.' - diseased, weak, neurotic," said
Shahak, 60, a retired chemistry
proft~sor. "So you had a very
strong desire to become 'normal.'

should be. swdicd aU o"er lhe
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You 1dcnufted by nOL even Lh1nk- would we remember? Oy Lhe end
ing about it."
of the I 970s,the question was the
That changed dramatically in reverse: Would anylhing else be
the 1970s, following Lhe trial of remembered?"
Nazi chief Adolph Eichmann in
Mankowitz thinks Israel has
1961, Lhecalamitous Yom Kippur regamcd a more balanced HoloWar in 1973 and the coming to caust perspective, aided by the
power in 1977 of Begin, a native return oflhe Labor Party to power
of Poland, most of whose fami ly last year. Butlhedivisionsbetween
was wiped out by the Nazis. His the Israeli Jews and Lhe cliaspora
Likud bloc, founded on militant - begun in suspicion at the
Zionist principles, held as a tenet country'sfouncling andaggravaled
thethreatofanotherHolocaust.
by Begin 's rhetoric - remainand
"Menachem Begin was ob- arereflectedinjcalousies overthe
sessed with the Holocaust,'' memory of the Holocaust.
Mankowitz said. "It's so easy to
The 4 million Jews of Israel
sweep people along by saying, have long been wary that the U.S.
Everyone else is against us.' Be- Jewish community of 6 million
fore the 1970s Lhe question was, would assume a central role.

Wa'>hington 's elaborate Holocaust museum, newer and more
high-tech than Yad Vashem,
might loosen yet anolher Lie binding American Jews to Israel.
"Are Lhe Americans claiming
the Holocaust as an Amencan
event?"askedonefsraeli,tooirkcd
at the prospect to give his name.
"If, for Jews, it's enough to
visit Washington and they don' t
come to Israel, it takes away from
us," said Ms. Laniado, the Yad
Vashem spokeswoman.
Ms. Laniado added, " Yad
Vashem needs to have money to
maintain its programs. To compete wilh Washington is going to
be very, very difficult."

Evironmental hazards moant in Taiwan
Robert Benjamin
@1993, The Bottlmore Sun

RSINCHU
SCIENCE
PARK, Taiwan - Befittingan
island aspiring to become an
advanced industrial society,
Taiwan sports European fashions, German cars and
American graduate degrees.
But the new high life has an
exorbitant price.
Once known as Fonnosa"beautiful" in Porwguese Taiwan has maintained one of
the world's highest economic
growth rates for four decades
and produced a textbook case
of environmental degradation.
This island i$ one of the
w&m"'s m0Sfdet1iely pbputated
and industrialized places. It has
10 million motorcycles and 3
million cars, double i.he number ofonly six yearsagoand20
times the U.S. vehicle density.
Traffic is so bad it takes two
hours just to drive Lhe 40 miles
here from Taipei, the capital.
Taiwan's air is worse than
that ofLos Angeles. Less than 3
percent ofits sewage is treated.
Urban waterways are virtually
dead. Landfl.lls overflow with
garbage, at times piompting
ocean durriping. No one knows
what has happened to au ihe
toxic waste produced here.
Rates of asthma, cancer, alcoholism and amphetamine use
have risen rapidly. The divorce
rate has doubled since 1980,
becoming Asia's highest.
Taipei's congestion, noise and
stress provoke hundreds each
year to seek psychiatric help for
recurring bouts of panic.
"If we continue along Lhe
present path, by the yeat 2000
we can expect to be in a precarious position," concludes a
1989 report by a group of Taiwaneseacademics. "Ajr, water,

soil and living things all show industries and clean up its ensigns of sickness; in some cases, vironment. It includes new
critical signs."
highways, mass transit systems
Government planners believe and housing areas.
more sustainable economic
Announced in 1991, the
growth may be found in this 13- ambitious plan quickly
year-old industrial park, a 1,500- prompted questions about its
acre island of clean, high-tech affordability and potential for
developmentwith 140companies corruption. Some say Taiwan
and 25,000 workers- 4,000 of is not ready to go high tech.
whom liveinaU.S.-styleplanned Environmental regulators
community.
already say their part of the
Here is thesourceof3 percent plan will take 10 years,
of the world's annual output of rather than six.
personal computers. More sigThe plan's success may
nificantly, here also is the fJist hinge on Taiwan's move last
Taiwanese company to sell its week to resolve trade disputes
breakthroughs in silicon-chip with the United States, which is
fabrication to Japan.
threatening sanctions that
· Taiwan•s economy has been could devastate the island's
built on labor-intensive exports, economy. The U.S. market's
products developed elSewhere but importance has declined here
assembied. here. Now many be· in recent years, but it remains
lieve the island's economic sur- critical to the island's highvival depends on leaping to less- tech thrust.
polluting, knowledge-based inCleaning up Taiwan's poldustries selling their own cutting- lution will also be difficult.
edge products.
Studies show that the environ"Semiconductorsarethe future ment has worsened since the
of Taiwan," says Kuo Yun, a foundingofTaiwan 's Environformer general now directing a mental Protection Agency in
research group trying to spawn 1987. "We'rerunninginplace,"
new' industries b(I.Sed on island· says Richard Fan, the agency·s
giown technologies:·..n we want chief science adviser.
to ~ompete in the world, we have
The EPA has too few into develop intormation-related spectors with too little power to
industries.''
counter the clout of factory
This transfonnation is made owners with local officials, ennecessary by the rise in wages vironmentalists say.
accompanying economic success
But Chien Ching-piao,
here. Taiwan is no longer'a cheap Taipei City Psychiatric Center
place to make goods -'-especial!y director, believes Taiwanese
in tenns of the U.S. dollar, which may have become addicted to
depreciated against Lhe island's rapid development
currency by 50 percent in the late
"We say Taipei should be
1980s. Many manufacturers have called "Type A,"" he jokes,
moved to mainland China and referring to the popular label
Southeast Asia.
for hard-driving personalities.
The government has responded "We're so used to working
with a six-year, $300 billion harder and longer in order to
plan to remake Taiwan's in- compete Lhat people just take
frastructure, foster high-tech -this environment as normal."

SUMMER WORK
$9 STARTING PAY
WORK PARTIIME NOW AND SECURE FULLTIME
SUMMER POSITION. FLEXIBLE HOURS AROUND
CLASSES. GREAT RESUME EXPERIENCE.
SCHOLARSHIPS AWARDED.
INTERVIEWING NOW!

CALL: ROCKY RIVER 331-0772
RICHMOND HEIGHTS 442-4675
STRONGSVILLE 845-1111

AXP
Lambda Chi Rho is
sponsoring aSK run
on Sunday, May 2 at
noon to benefit the
Kidney Foundation.
The entrance fee is $5.
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The Blue Leaves should
have just stayed home
Taro Schmidtke
PJ Hruschok
The Carroll News

If you want to go see a theatrical comedy
which isn't really funny and which never
develops into anything more than a weak
attempt to convey the disappointments and
frustrations associated with the American
Dream, then The House of Blue Leaves.
playing at the Cleveland Playhouse until
May 9, is the play for you.
Written by John Guare and directed by
Josephine R. Abady, Blue Leaves is the
story of Artie Shaughnessy (Jack Riley), a
middle aged zookeeper who dreamsofbeing
a songwriter, his suicidal wife Bananas
(Barbara eda-Young), his rambling mistress Bunny (Jane Galloway), his wacko
son Ronnie (Thorn Rice) and three hilarious nuns. In a nutshell, it's about a Pope, an
attempt to kill the Pope, Hollywood, and
dreams gone bad.
Setin 1965NewYorkCity,BiueLeaves
is prologued with Artie singing his mediocre songs at an Amateur night in a nearl>y
bar. Riley is funny, effectively portraying a
middle-aged man who is trying to fulfill his
artistic dreams. It is only in this prologue
Lhat we catch a glimpse of Riley's acting
ability and the reason he was cast for the
part. Once Act I opens, this character is lost,
being overwhelmed by Galloway, edaYoung and the onslaught of secondary
scene-stealing characters.

The backdrop of this play's action is the
arrivalofthePopein New York City. Bunny
reserves space on a street comer for her and
Artie, but then Bananas insists on going with
them. Meanwhile, son Ronnie goes AWOL
and returns home to try and bomb the Pope.
Three nuns then enter the Shaughnessy's
apartment to get relief from the cold.
Blue Leaves is a bizarre combination of
plot, characters, and situations that doesn't
gel quite the way it should.
Bunny, a single dimension character
stereotyped to the hilt, had the potential to
be one of the surprise characters of the play.
However, she never changes and her predictable punch lines and way-too-lengthy
monologues serve no purpose other than
annoying the audience.
Then there's Bananas, the crazed wife
who really does see and know what is going
on and creates her own way of dealing with
it Eda-Young does an admirable job of
portraying Bananas and perhaps with bener
direction, the strength of this character could
have emerged.
Blue Leaves has a wacky premise with
enough serious plot twists to allow it to rise
above the one-dimensional farce we saw. It
has potentiaJJy memorable characters who
have something to say, and a good, talented
cast YetBiuel.eavesmanagestofallonitsfoc.e.
By trying far too hard to be simultaneously dramatic and funny , all attempts at
seriousness arc loSt, leaving only thechala;lerS

pbol.o by ~T--.

House of Blue Leaves stars (left to right) Jack Riley as Artie, Barbara
eda-Y

as Bananas, and Jane Ga

with a strictly comical presence to succeed.
The Little Nun (Amanda Butterbaugh),
for example, was the brightest. sweetest.
funniest part of the play. Her innocent attitude and squeaky voice make every moment
with her worth watching.
Billy Einhorn (Phillip Clark), Artie's
old friend who is a famed Hollywood dJrcctor, has great momentary comedic presence, yet relies on the puking voice that
makes some radio jockeys unbearable.
Corrina Stroller (Kay Walbye), Billy's
lover who loses her hearing aid minutes
after arriving at the Shaughnessy's, is the
traditional slapstick relief that made the
golden age of musicals golden.
The ftrst scene of the second act is a
hysterical though chaotic chase throughout

Summoners Simply Superb Sting
Patrick McGill
"'::-:-:------

Special PrOjects Ed•tor

Sting defeats analysis, so an
album revi ew seems nearly
pointless. Gone are the deeply
personal bars found onThe Soul
Cages and the dark undertOnes
from .. Nothing Like The Sun.
In their place, Sting playfully
challenges his listeners to "set up
your microscope and tell me what
you see. You'll still know nothing
'bout me."
Thus ends Sting's latest musical offering, Ten Summoner's
Tales. Yes, it's a reference to
Chaucer'sCanterburyTales. Yes,
it's a pun on Sting's real name
Sumner, and yes, there are eleven
songs on the album, but Ten
Summoner's Tales is more than
mere wordplay.
The disc is a mellow, jazzy
stroll, a musical discourse on that
age-old topic: love.
The infectious opening track
boldly proclaims, "If l ever lose
my faith in you, there'd be nothing left for me to do."
"Love Is Stronger Than Justice" is a mock country song in
which seven brothers go on an
adventure and must vie for the
affection of one maiden. Sting, of
course, gets the girl and kills his
other brothers, because "love is
thicker than blood"
"Fields of Gold" beautifully
weaves the literal image ofgolden
fields of barley with the golden
hair of his lover.
Sting speeds through "She's
Too Good For Me," an amusing
tale of a love/hate relationship.
"Shcdon' tlike the way I play. She
don't like the things I say. But, oh,

the games we play."
Playins games with his rival is a
humoroUs aspect or-seven Days,"
the too soon deadline for Sting to
declare his love. The lyrics in this

IIl t
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song are particularly stellar. "Ask
if I am mouse or man. The mirror
squeaked, away I ran" is but one of
many great couplets.
" It'sProbablyMe"(fromLethal
Weapon 3) is a song about love
between male friends and how dif-

ficult it is to express that friendship.
"You're not tl) ~icst person l
eWT gof to blow, and ft"s hard for
us both to let our feelings show... "

Finally, "Shape of My Hean" is
perhaps the best song on the album,
rivalling "Why Should I Cry For
You?" from TheSou/Cagesasone
ofSting'smosttenderlyconstructed
songs.
With Ten Summoner's Tales,
Sting continues his evolution as a
songwriter and solo musician, an
evolution that penn its listeners to
slowly forget the "Police"-man
and heed thecaJJoftheSummoner.
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Or. Bert lee Berry, who performed in the John Carroll
Atrium last month, will be hosting her own syndicated
daytime talk show, The Bertice Berry Show, beginning
September, 1993. Berry, winnerofthe 1992 Lecturer of the
Year, as well as the 1991 and 1992 Campus Comedian of
the Year, has a unique comedic slyle that promises to add
spice to a traditional bland TV talk-show format.
A Kent State graduate and sociology professor, Berry has
appeared as a guest on "Crossfire," "World Report ,"
"Comedy Club Network," and "Talk of the Nation."
Watch for Berry on several stations across the country.

as

the apartment, with the bomb unknowingly
being tossed about and tickets to see the
Pope rapidly exchanging hands. Focusing
solely on the zaniness of the situation, this is
a rare scene in that it actuaJJy succeeds due to
ncar perfect choreography. This isaugmented
by the stellar set featuring Artie's apartment
complimented by New York backgrounds
and accurate day-change lighung.
Throughout the play, dramatic elements
lost to poor humor while the characters are
never fully developed. Monologues are too
long and dry ,leaving characters to push halfhumorous lines beyond their scope. Thus, a
potentiaJJy powerful ending is never earned.
Blue Leaves is a melodramatic attempt to
throw some seriousness into what should
have been a better comedy.

Elton John Plays Coliseum
Promo tour
:er

bum

The One
and hit single
'Simple Life'
local success

....__

-

Anne Tirpak
Pronles Editor

Elton John did it again. He
entertained thousands of
Clevelanders at the Coliseum
Friday night, marking his second perfonnance in Cleveland
since August.
In an almost two-and-a-half
hour concert, Elton John sang to
a full house, leaving the audience begging for more. He
opened with "Pinball Wizard"
and awed the crowd with his
recent song 'The Last One," a
song about a father coming to
tenns with his son's homosexuality. He addressed the problem
of AIDS and sang "Show Must
Go On" in honor of Freddie
Mercury, the lead singer of
Queen who recently died from
AIDS -related complications.
During"TheOne,"EltonJohn
playedand sang while being lifted
from 100 stage and rotated. While
he sang ''Rocket Man," lasers
covered the ceiling and audieoc.e.
He had the laid-ad. fairly melk>w audience on their feet with
"Jumpin' Jack Flash."
Over thecourseoftheshow,
Elton John appeared in four
different costumes. He was
dressed in a white coat with
tails and black pants atthe start
of the show, and changed to a

red double-breasted coat with
gold crests and black lealher
pants after singing "The One."
His next outfit consisted of a
multicolored, clown-like,
striped shirt and pants. For his
second encore he appeared in
black and white striped leggings, a black' shirt, and cowboy boots.
The concert ended too
quickly. When Elton finally returned on stage for his f lfSt encore, he sang "Don't Let the
Sun Go Down on Me," a song
Lhathas filled the airwaves with
George Michael's rendition.
Audience members screamed
for Elton's return to stage for a
second encore and were met
with an appreciative and sentimental Elton John.
He said that although his life
ha$ had many ups and downs,
both personally and professionally. one thing has remained
consistent: the dedication of his
listeners. He thanked the audienceand bade them "good night"
with "Your Song."

-
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Animation from the Orient
Rob Fargo
Assistant Entertainment Editor

"Japanimation Weekend V," a
festival ofJapanese animated ftlms
including five Cleveland premiere
showings, opens tonight at the
Cleveland Cinematheque.
The films range from lighthearted

What's furry, fat and loveable,
and only visible to children?
Totoro's! The children's adventure My Neighbor Totoro is the
story of two curious girls who
come across a giant friendly crea-

~hildren's adventures~to
~~ ·.$..·

adult acuon to an account
'
....~
from a survivor of the~- '
. -~~~~~·'Ill
bombing of Hiroshima. :~ -:::--....,.
Premiering tonight ~-·-·~~
will be The p;ofessi.onal: ~
Go/go 13. The film, which
is based on a Japanese
graphic novel, is the story
of a professional assassin who, like James
Bond, is as good with
the ladies as he is with
his gun. If you enjoy
explicit cartoon violence, The Professional is for you.
Showing 7:15p.m. tonight and Saturday; no
one under 17 admitted.
The double-bill of NeoTokyo and Silent Mobius also
makes its Cleveland premiere
tonight. Neo Tokyo is an anthology of three science-fiction sto- ture in the forest. The girls make
ries, while Silent Mobius is a fllm the Totoro and its brethren their
about a futuristic female police play mates and they have fun until
force based on a Japanese comic one of the girls gets lost Can the
book. Showing tonight at 9:15 Totoro help find the missing child?
p.m., Friday and Sunday at 7:15 A delightful story for the young at
p.m. ; no one under 13 admitted.
heart. Showing 3 p.m. Saturday

and Sunday; admission$2 for ages
12 and under.
Macross IT will also be making
its Cleveland premiere at the
Cinematheque this weekend. This
Japanese animated action series is
better known in America as the
extremely
popular
Robotech saga. Showing
at 9:30p.m. Friday, Saturday. and Sunday; no
one under 13 admitted.
Other films to be
shown include Barefoot
Gen, a semi-autobiographical account of a boy's
experience of surviving
the 1945 bombing
ofHiroshirna (7 :30
p.m.and9:1Qp.m.,
Friday and Saturday, no one under
13 admitted) and
the children's
adventure Little
Nemo: Adventures in
Slumber/and (Saturday
and Sunday, 5 p.m., admission $2 for ages 12 and
under).

All films are in English except
BarefootGen. which has subtitles.
Admission is $5 unless noted, and
parking is free.
The Cinematheque is located
at 11141 East Boulevard at the
Clevelandlnstitute ofArt, and can
be reached at 421-7450.

tJ I
YOU'RE· READY
FOR THIS
YEAR'S LSAT,
GMAT, GRE,
ORMCAT.
FREE
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Sobering Thoughts on
Senior Dinner
Chuck Beilsteln
Entertainment ColumniST

I've never felt a sense of identity within the class of 1993.
Whether it's the impersonal school mascot, the clique-y nature of
certain majors, or the fact that I've commuted for the last two
years, I will never know. But Thursday's Senior Dinner shined a
light on the perfect persona to represent this year's graduating
class: the irreverent drunk.
When I was first seated, I noticed the C-enterpiece of the table
included two empty wine bottles. It seems that certain people at
adjoining tables needed more alcohol than they were gt ven.
I saw clownish members of our class stumbling into other tables
begging for unfurished bottles. These, of course, were the shortsighted people who didn't get trashed before the dinner/dance.
I saw no begging from the proud smugglers who brought their
own liquor with them. From girls hiding the hard
stuff in handbags to guys who, according to Pete
Bernardo, "had their own bar under the table," the
need for booze was an embarrassment to what
was supposed to be a respectable rite of passage.
I cannot claim to be a prohibitionist. I like beer. And I toasted
champagne along with my classmates.
But 1 didn't try to bribe the Marriott workers into giving my
table excessive bottles of the stuff. And I was way too sober to
engage in the childish activities inappropriate for upperclassmen.
Hell, college students, period.
Drunkards grabbed the rear-ends of cafeteria workers. They
hollered toasts to "Pork 'N' Beans" at the top of their lungs. They
regressed into the elementary school mentality of food fights with
cherry tomatoes and dinner rolls.
They showed oo respect for the evening's ceremony. My classmates
couJdn't obey the simple request to remain seated during dinner.
Catcalls and whistles drowned out Father Lavelle's speech.
Maybe it was better that way. I was close enough to hear what our
school's president said, even when his microphone cut out He had
written a piece about his pride concerning our growth. He desperately wanted to believe we had matured into competent adults.
I would have changed the speech at the spur of the moment. I
could not have delivered the naive praises with a straight face, not
to the crowd that was ten times louder than any given game at
Wasmer Field. I'd express disgust that only a handful of band and
choir members know the alma mater. The ver~ipn I heard Thursday was more.~. a bar room chant. , ··
·· . _ '· ;~'
Other noises that evening included. wild theef:S: ·at bur class
officers' speeches as they recalled such proud mornents as skipping
classes and getting their first "F." The only quiet moments were
when Bernardo threatened to postpone the opening of the cash bar.
I was shocked last year when the president of this school
recognized a personal problem and sought rehabilitation. But now
I see Fr. Lavelle can lead by example. If you cannot remember last
Thursday night. it's probably a good sign that you, too, need some
help. Alcoholism is nothing to ignore. Begging for wine to whip
you into a childish frenzy seems to qualify as alcoholism.
Some of my Carroll News colleagues expressed satisfaction
that a whole table got thrown out for disorderly conduct Another
friend reveled in the poetic justice of one intoxicated loudmouth
vomiting on himself.
Sorry, but these weren't the memories I wanted to have of this
spring. A dinner like this shouldn't need bouncers or mops. It
shouldn't have been crashed by people who wore T-sbirts or
baseball caps "to make a point.''
Our class proved Thursday how collectively pitiful we are. I
hope commencement on May 23 is not similarly stained by
intoxication or people who 'think that rebellion in the face of
tradition is "cool." Let's grow up. We owe this much to our
teachers, parents, fellow students, and ourselves.

If you're considering one of the Princeton Review's "Pre-Exams," you should
know a couple of facts which are not in their ad: Their test costs $19.50. And it's
not an official test it's a routine Princeton Review exam.

Instead, take the Kaplan test. You can come into our Center any time and take a
simulated LSAT, GMAT, GRE or MCAT. The experience is valuable. Even more
valuable is the computer-ana~yzed report: how you did and where you need to work.
No fee. No strings. Because if you care enough to take this step, you
deserve to know the score.

KAPLAN
Thee answer to the test question.
Call us at

1-800-KAP-TEST for more information

•

13179 CEDAR RD.,
~ CLEVELAND HTS
~-932-6999
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c amp us JCU profile in courage: ~:cii~t~;;~~
SP 0 t I i g h t

Anne Tirpak

are the power and the most precious resource that this univerArchie Beasley is achieving
s•ty has to offer, they will always
his goal. After four years, and
be treated as lost children."
some tough times at John Carroll
Beasley attributes much of his
University, Beasley will be camattitude and ouUook to his uping his bachelor's degree in Aubringmg,especiallyhismother's
gust
"'
influence on h.is life.
"My family, espcc•ally my
"Shc'smygujdmglight She's
mother, instilled the quality of
been my shining star," said
never letting bad experiences curBeasley. "She's taught me about
tail me from reaching my evenpersevering and hard times."
tual goal," said Beasley. "My
Beasley left Toledo, Ohio and
goal is to receive a degree, and no
came to Carroll at the suggesuon
bigot can stop me."
of his mother.
As one of the few African"Mymotherdidsomereading
Americans attending Carroll,
on the school and the Jesuit backBeasley explained that he has
ground of the school and liked it,
so she said I was coming," said
mixed emotions about JCU.
Beasley.
"On the one hand, I've met a
lot of great people who have had
He has given much of himself
a very positive influence on me," success and growth over the last
entitled, "Out on a Furlough, One to JCU.
said Beasley. "Yet some negative four years. Recently, BUSA was
"I've given John Carroll a
Song From Jail." The music reaexperiences that I've had I will voted the External Organization
tured is rap, which Beasley terms black man who has been
always carry with me as scars of of the Yearby the Student Union.
"Rhythmic American Poetry."
unapologetically black, while
my stay at John Carroll."
"I hope those capable young
"The show and the music is helping those who come from a
Beasley did not care to elabo- men and women who will take
like my escape to reality because different context than my own to
rate on his negative experiences, over the organization in the futhe music reminds me and keeps understand my culture and my
but said mos(, if not all, were of a ture will be as loving to theorgame in tune with where I'm from reality without trying to shove
racial nature.
nization as those founders were.
andwhati'mabout,"saidBcasley. my views down someone's
"There's no sense re-hashing And I think they will be," said
"It helps keep my individuality throat," said Beasley.
He has one goal yet to accomBeasley.
intact."
the negative," said Beasley.
A communications major with
In addition to being a resident
His parents divorced when he plish.
"I hope that I can teach people
a sociology minor,
was four. He has two
Beasley is disapstepbrothers and lWO not ro judge my L.A. Raiders
cap, my saggy jeans, my black
pointed that many of
I hope that I can teach people
stepsisters.
skin,
and my black conscioushis friends that he benot to judge my L.A. Raiders
"I think students here,
gan school with in 1989
maybe because of back- ness and what you think: those
will not be able to
cap, my saggy jeans, my black
ground , have a fal se things stand for . but tO come sit
giadua1e wiLb him.
sk.;a, ~!I JJlQck
sease of wbal &he 'Real and &alk J.O me aDd Judie Archie
"I think a strong
d h
World' is, and I don't Lee Beasley himself as a man.
messagehastobesent
consciousness an w at you
lhinktheAdministration Yeah. That's what I want to
fromthehighestlevels
think those things stand for,
ishelpingthesestudents teach."
of this university to
but to come sit and talk to me
getagripon whal'soutdispel the notion that
side University Heights.
and judge Archie Lee Beasley
It is my hope that these
many African-Arnericans in this area have
himself as a man.
students can become
about John Carrollself-actualizedenough to
that John Carroll does
-Archie Beasley deviate from their core
classes and take a class
not want diversity,"
said Beasley. "Retenlike 'Prejudice and DisLion is a big problem in my book assi,stant and former summer
crimination in the U.S.', or 'Race
and Politics in America' for their
also because many of my friends orientation advisor, Beasley is
that I started with in 1989 won't also a four-year veteran DJ on
own personal identification. Unbe able to enjoy receiving their WUJC-FM. His radio show is
til the students here realize they
degree from John Carroll because
of financial reasons. In my opinion, no student should have to
leave school because of money.
1982 Warrensville
But I must say, there arc more
every
minority students here than there
Center Road
was in 1989, and that's prom•sing."
Beasley was one of the founding members of the Black United
Students Assosciation. He is
pleased about the organization's

PronJes Editor

Hometown: Murrysville, PA
Major: Biology
Class: Junior
Nicknames: Crunch and Kiki
Hobbies, interests: golf, gam
bling (cards), stock car racing, neurosurgery, chess,
bobsledding
Greatest lesson learned at
John Carroll: You mean
I'm supposed to be learning
here?
Ideal way to spend the day:
sitting in the sun reading,
playing cards, and napping
Something.l could teach a class
on: the an of procrastination
Something about me that an
noys my roommate: nothing, she says I'm perfect
Favorite book: Sphere by
Michael Creichtoo
Something that I could recite
froaa1De81ory; every line of
any John Cusack movie
Ir I could be anyone else for a
day, J>d be: It's a toss up between Bonnie Heaton, Jen
Gubba, Katie Dougherty,
and Frank Haua
Most treasured ~on: the
handcuffs my grandfather
gave me
Something that people always
remember about me: my
love for children
Best moment: Homecoming

'91
Worst moment: the morning
after my best moment
My model in life : Joey
Buuafuco
Something about John Carroll
that should be changed: my
sheets
Favorite music: Romanian folk
music
Cover or magazine on which I
would like to appear: Field
and Stream

.inf.,_tion c:ompllc<l b,. D=k Diu
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Call us for
the best

pizza in town!

MUG NIGHT! 381-5555
Tuesday & Thursday

Cleveland Yacht Club
Restaurant Servers, Busers,
Bartenders, Headline Cooks
Start Date MaylS
Exclusive Yacht Club in Rocky River
Provide great summer package
employment
Personal Interview 2-4 pm
200 Yacht Club Drive
Rocky River, OH 44116

The Eastside
Music Club

321-4072
Corner of Cedar and So. Taylor-Ciev. Hts.

Get a
Large 2
Topping
pizza- get
two 12oz
Cokes
$799
No coupon
necessary.
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Swimming coach creates legends
Robert Morris
Profi es Wnter

"Chlorine is in my blood," said
Matthew Lenhart, head coach of
both the men's and women's
swimming teams at John Carroll
University. "I love swimming
and I don't ever want to leave it."
For JCU swimming fans, it
would be a blessing if "Mau," as
his swimmers affectionately call
him, never lefL Since coming to
Carroll in 1986, Lenhart's teams
have won 12 league titles; and
since joining the Ohio Athletic
Conference m 1989, his t.eams
have lost only one meet to conference foes.
Lenhart had an auspicious
start in swimming.
"1 was yanked out of
beginner'sswimming class when
I was mne because the YMCA
coach needed another swimmer
to compete m a relay," Lenhart

Head swimmin coach Matthew Lenhart

explained. LaterhejoinedaClub
teaminthesummerandaYMCA
team in the winter.
Bowling Green High School,
wh1ch Lenhart attended, did not
have a swim team, but that did
not stop Lenhart from swimming
in his area's high school district

meet. His senior year, compcteing as an individual, Lenhart won
the district title in the 200-yard
freestyle and set the district
record. This success catapulted
Lenhart onto the Bowling Green
State University swim team where
he went on to set six varsity

records m freestyle and relay
events. The highlight or his rollegeswimming career, however,
was anchoring the 400-yard
freestyle relay to a victory over
Miami University his senior year.
"We had never beaten Lhcm
before and we wanted that meet
real bad," Lenhart said. " I hit the
water behind their anchor man,
but I made sure l hit the wall
ahead of him."
It was during his college days
that Lenhart got his start as a
coach.
"An assistant coaching position came up for a club that trained
at our pool," Lenhart explained.
"I was always around the pool
and it was a way to make some
money." Lenhart took the JOb
during h1s sophomore year 1n
college for one year. He later
moved to another club his junior
year and then coached as an as-

Taking care of business, the
Student Union way
Derek Oiaz
ASSistant Profiles Editor

" When l tet involved in
something, I h.lce to get really
involved," explained newly
elected Student Union Treasurer
Kathy McCullough. "So, I always have to dig myself into
th1ngs."
McCullough's career in student government began last
year when she served as secretary
for the class of 1994. One of her
bestexperienccsduring that time,
McCullough noted, was when
the class officers collected money
and food from the residence halls
to help feed five needy families

- -..

on Thanksgiving.
"Taking food to the people
and seeing the looks of appreciation on their faces was really
h eartwarmi n g, "sai d
McCullough.
After serving for a year as
class secretary. McCullough decidt>.d to t.rv for an executive po-

government have benefitted her
in college.
"Time management is a big
thing I've learned," McCullough
sajd. "With classes, holding an
elected office, with my sorority,
and with being a student on top
of all of that, I have really learned
how to appreciate time manage-

sition itt the SlUdeol Unioo.

tnenl.''

"The position for treasurer
opened up," McCullough explained, "and I thought it would
be a good place where I could put
some of my ideas and energy to
use."
As Student Union Treasurer,
McCullough's responsibilities
include keeping traCk of Student
Union finances and overseeing
the expenditures of the Student
Union and its various committees.
McCullough stated how her
responsibilities with student

In addiuon to her activities in
the Student Union, McCullough
is actively involved with
Lambda Gamma Sigma, the Psychology Club,and with pursuing
a degree in industrial psychology. A member of the LGS sorority since her freshman year,
McCullough has moved up
from the rank of member to the
position of treasurer, and recently to theofficeofCiubPresident.
McCullough fell in love with
John Carroll University during

-

·P~ by 0...

J
B.rdl

KathyMcCullough ,
Student Union treasurer

her junior year in high school
when a friend of her mother's
im:roduced her to the campus.
"I loved the fact that my tour
guide knew people when we were
walking around campus,"
McCullough said. "Students were
walking by and saying 'heJio'; I
said to myself, 'I think I like this
place."'
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s1stam for the BGSu S\\ 1m team
while he ancnded graduate
school.
In 1986 Lenhart accepted the
head coachmg posit1on at JCU.
Smce then Lhc swimming program at Carroll has been dominant. In his flfSt year,the women's
team won the President's Athletic
Conference Championship. From
there the women's team has gone
on to eight consecutive conference crowns and the r:1en have
claimed four of their own during
the same time. Lenhart has even
cultivated a national champion;
in 1992JocTuriswam the second
fastest 100-yard breaststroke in
Division l1I history.
But how long can the dominance last?
"The teams in our division are
not catching us," Lenhart said.
"The men's team won the conference meet by more points this
year than they did last year, and if
not for some silly mistakes and a
few missing people, [the other
teams' defeat] would have been
worse. As long as the swimmers
still care and want to work to win,
like they have for so long here, we
will continue to get the job done
in the pool."
Another key to the continued
success of the program is recruiting. The process begins each
year in the fall.
"I get 10 to 15 publications
with lists of swimmers, w~
look for kids who might lit in
here," Lenhart said. "What I want
to do is keep in touch with the kids
while I am recruiting. I want to
show them what our program is
about and what we have to offer,
not only athletically but academically. Out of IOOor 150 kids
I correspond with, maybe only
ten will come. It's worth it though,
because that's ten more kids for
us."
The conference meet is always a highlight of the season,
both for Lenhart and for the
swimmers.
"I have as much fun as the
swimmers do that weekend,"
Lenhart said. "They work so hard
aiJ season long, and I get to sit
back and watch them perform.
It's like Christmas morning. You
open your presents and see what•s
inside."
In addition to coaching,
Lenhart has other responsibilities
at the University. He teaches
physical education classes and is
in charge of keeping th«? student
recreation center running
smoothly. This takes a great deal
of time since he is responsible for
the students who work on the
center.
"Keeping track of them, their
hours, and making sure they all
get paid gives me a serious
headache," Lenhart admits. "It
seems like it takes more time than
coaching."
Lenhart lives in South Euclid
with h.is wife Lisa. Tiley are expecting their ftrSt child this summer. Everyone is asking, will the
baby be born with chlorine in its
blood?
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From the horse's mouth at Churchill Downs
Louisville: home of the
Kentucky Derbry - another
world another aimension
1

DERBY
Brennan M. Lafferty

1 1 9

~by

llnaw>M. Wb-ty

This thoroughbred and jockey are mak!ng their way down the backstretch during
their morning wor1<out at Churchill Downs.

McKay walked by. Cosell turned angrily to McKay and
said, "Jim, why won't they just leave me alone."
After the seminars were over for the day. the 50 aspiring
journalists were taken by bus to Hermitage Racing and
Breeding Farm in Goshen, Kentucky.
At Hermitage, an asfar-as-the-eye-can-seeacre brothel for horses,
we were toured around
the barn area and shown
the difference between a
good Iookmg three-day
old foal (baby horse, that
is) and a problematic
four-day old foal. Apparently it hac; something

stable to stable with mentees in tow, asking vanous trainers
how the latest workouts were going.
After another seminar featuring top sports people from
entered another dimension. A dimension not only of
Cable News Network, USA Today and Triple Crown Prosight and sound, but of horses. A journey whose limits are
ductions speaking about the Kentucky Derby as the "greatthat of imagination. A
est event 10 all of sports," we visited the Kenrucky Derby
signpost up ahead Museum.
Louisville: 357 miles
The museum was, eh, OK. Ptctures of horses. Life-your next stop... the
sized plastic horses. Films of horse races. The truly
Kentucky Zone.
spectacular event of the museum vistt was the 13 rnmute
The spon of horse
360 degree feature film on the htstory of the Kentucky
racing was formally inDerby. The movie was made to give the viewer the feeling
trOduced to me this past
ofbemg surrounded by the race as one stands in the infield
weekend auhe home of
of Churchill Downs.
thoroughbred racing,
When we made our way to the press box: (a press box
Churchtll Downs in
that seaLo; over )()() working members o f the media) we
Louisville. Kentucky.
I!IJ..F~~wfun
ilh thc1rkncccon wcr~ ucatcu loa lull bullctlwu:h, wu.h unltm1teu :;ano-~-~~
As one of 50 collegiate
wiches, soup and hot dogs. And then there was the view.
sports journalists from
If one did not want to watch a race or the replay of any
around the nation atknow lcdgeable sports race on one of the many monitors, one could walk through
tending the second anjournalists in the area of the sliding glass door to the balcony.
nual "Kentucky Derby
horse raci'lg, I had little
But before the first race of the day, we were given a half
Collegiate Sports Jourto add to the con versa- hour of instructions on how to handicap a horse race. The
nalism Seminar," I was
Lions of the Hermitage information was simple and watered-down for the lay
given a quick education
trainers when they started person. But as soon as the races began, I fell back on
in the "spon of kings."
making comments about picking the horse whose name reminded me of my mother
The purpose of the
particular horses being or girlfriend. The kicker was the horse Grayrock Prince
seminar was not only
bred by Seattle Slew or trained by Brennan Stables (the fasteSt horse I had never
to acquaintjo.-rr.alistsMr. Prospector. And seen). Of course, this philosophy of betting only works in
to-be with one of the
when the talk turned to the movies as I lost 13 of my favorite dollars and never
lesser publicized sportS,
how much it costs to ac- picked a winner.
but also to observe estually
mate two thorThe ninth race of the day was The Derby Trial: the last
Mothers and their foals graze at Hermitage Breeding
tablished professionals
oughbredhorses(around official preparation race for the Kenlllcky Derby. The
Farm in Goshen, Kentucky.
at work. What I ftrst
$250,000) I could not grandstand became more excited for this race, even though
learned about the racing business is that journalists have to help but think that Gregor Mendel would be proud of these we were told that none of the horses that had any shot at
winning the Kentucky Derby were entered in the race.
be up and behind the backstretch of the track before the sun genetically wonderous animals.
comes up. Horse trainers, jockeys, groomers and owners
The one thing that kept running through my mind as I Most trainers, we were told, do not believe their horses
have their respective thoroughbreds out for their morning stared at these magprofit from a
workouts, while the sports journalists make their way niftcent horses was
strenuous ·race
this close to the
through the stables sipping coffee and trying to catch a lead wondering how Jl!lUCh
these
creatures
actual Derby.
on the horses' latest workouts.
Cherokee Run
As the sausage-gravy and biscuits settled in my stom- weighed. Picturing a
won the Derby
ach and we were touring the stables and press area, (a 115 lb. goggJed..percombination I do not recommend) some of the horses had son crouching on the
Trial running
fmishcd their morning runs and were being bathed beuer back of these beasts
away from the
was a frightening
pack and outthan some children.
distancing my
The next six hours of our day were filled with seminar thought I was surGrayrockPrince
talks from professionals from the print and broadcast prised to learn that an
by about l 2
mulia, with the voice of the Kentucky Derby, ABC's Jim average horse we.ighs
horse lengths.
McKay (actually, his last name is McManus- changed around 1100 lbs.
for broadcast purposes in the era when that was still
As I began to
commonly done) highlighting the event, entertaining us
he next day,
pack up my
with his stories ofhorseracing and the characters that make which again began
things,Isaidmy
the spon interesting.
goodbyes to the
before the dawn,
One of McKay· s most interesting stories had to do with marked the opening
other students
Iong-timeABCsportsman,HowardCo~II. McKay,comday at Churchill
andtheorganizmenting on what it is like to be in Jle public eye, told the Downs. But more
ers of the prostory of how Cosell periodically became annoyed with imponantl y. the 50 co!!~egt~·ruatLeeiOiim:ilis~w;;;;eerreeSlij)i)C;si;(iggramrarrl:".TileiNoi~OTiwrseiiCllil&l'Sian~ex perience totallly
autograph seekers and handshakers. According to McKay, to "shadow·• professionals in our respective fields. The unique, especially at Churchill Downs. I left the other
Cosell was sitting in a Baltimore hotel lobby, smoking a morning, however, was marred with a cold rain and our dimension, the Kentucky Zone, and I think I smelled like
cigar, wearing his subtle yellow ABC Sports suitcoat when veteran journalists were far from willing to walk from horses.
Sports Edtot
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Lenny Wilkens Award goes to Cindy Shumaker

Jcu·s Shun1aker and Sheehan
selected All-American teams
can Women's Sport<; Foundation's
AIJ-Amcncan teams.
"I think it's great," said John
The postsC'a.;on accolades keep
Carroll
head coa::h Roxanne Allen.
rolling in for the Blue Streak
'IL
•
s
nice
for both of them to be
women's basketbal l team.
recognized.
The Lenny Wilkens
Junior Ci uly Shumaker was
Award
was
especially
mcesince it
c~.osen th" 1993 recipient of the
is
chosen
by
area
JOunalists."
SC~.:ond annual Lenny Wilkens,
Shumaker was a third team
given to the best woman colleselection by the AWSF, while
Sheehan earned a founh team
selection.
"Both are such well-rounded
, players and are really unselfish,"
Allen said.
Shumaker and Sheehan were
intergal parts of the Blue Streaks
most successful season in
women's basketball. Carroll not
only set a record for the most wins
in a season, but also advanced to
thesemi-finalsoftheOhioAthletic
Conference tournament before
falling to Capital University in
-pboo6 - . - y JCIJ """""
Columbus.
Junior Clndy Shumaker
Allen thought that the indigiate player in Nonheast Ohio.
vidual awards helped show the
Junior Cindy Shumaker and team is headed in the right direcsophomore Darlene Sheehan re- tion.
cently were named to the Ameri"I think it speaks well of our
Brenna ~ M.lofferty
Sports Eotor

_

institution," said Allen. "I actually think both of them will be
Kodak All-Americans before they
graduate. If we advance to the
NCAA rournament, they'll get
their chance."
Allen also said that Shumaker,
Sheehan and sophomore A!icia
Paulin were named captains for
the 1993-94 season at last week's
women's basketball banquet
" All three of them are natural
leaders and gym rats," said Allen.
·photo by Dan Bird>

The Blue Streaks attempt to pick oH a 'Berg runner at first.

Soph. Darlene Sheehan

Women's track team third at All-Ohio meet
Mike Worbel

at the All-Ohio Di vision III
Championships. Both units turned
It's been a slow spring for the 1n suong perfonnances in the 16
Carroll track squads this year due team fields. The women carne in
to the weather but neither showed third place while the men tied
discouraging signs last weekend Otterbein for the sixth spot.

Sports Writer

Both ladies' coach Grove
Jewett and the men's Don Stu pica
cited thai. 1he 'feather .has put. a
damper on the season but that they
were still very pleased with their
teams' performances. "We're do-

~~~~~~=~===~~~~~~=~=====~=~=====~

ing very well," said Jewctt. "We've
broken seven school records and
placing third this past weekend
we're having an excellent year."
Jewett's women broke six JCU
records en route to their third place
fmish Saturday. Freshman Thea
Consler continued her banner
rookie season by setting marks in
the 100-meter hurdles (15.6) and
long jump (16' 2 1{2") for second
.mdeighthplacesrespectively.She
took fifth place in the triple jump
as well.
Also eclipsing individual marks
were Karen D'Angelo, Julie
Koscinski, and Almi Reed .
D'Angelo took second place in
the high jump at 5'4". Koscinski
also garnereda second withher40
minute, 37 second Lie in the 10,000
meter run. Reed finished seventh

in the 200 meter dash with a time
of 26.8 seconds.
Danielle Sluga took the only
first for the Streaks showing the
great balance the team displays
through all events. Sluga won the
3000 meter run and also carne in
third in the 5000. In all, the Streaks

had six people place in two or
more events.
While the women have their
strength in team depth across the
board, Stupica finds his team relying on strong individuals. "We
have a team that spreads itself out
in many events so our pott;ntialto
score is very good. Our depth isn't
so good but we've got individuals
doing well in each spot," explained
Stupica
Leading those individuals is
Mau Nortz who won the 1500
meters in 4:01.8 and was edged
out in the 800 by one tenth of a
second.
Mark France and Ed Koontz
were also mulliple point scorers.
France took sixt~ high
.
hurdlesandeighth in the highjlirrlp----__
and1ongjump. Koontz took fourth
in the 3000 meter steeplechase
and seventh in the 5000 meter.
The Streaks were in action
Tuesday for the Cleveland Colleges Meet at Case with Case
Western, B-W , Hiram, and
Oberlin. They will host a meet
tomorrow on Wasmer Field.

All-Ohio Team Standings
(Top 8 of 16)
Beta Gamma Sigma is th•1! national scholastic honorary society for students
of business and management. Election to membership in Beta Gamma
Sigma is the highest scho•lastic honor that a student in a school of business
or management can acheive. Membership is restricted to students of high
scholarship and good moral character in institutions with programs
accredited by the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business.
Congratulations to the following 1993
Beta Gamma Sigma inductees:

*1.
*2.
*3.
4.
*5.
6.
*7.
8.

Women
B-W 158 1/2
Mount 101 1/2
Carroll 80
Ohio Wes. 78 l/2
Muskingum 67
Wooster 63
Ohio Northern 47
Denison 27 1/2

Men
*1. Mount 155 1/2
*2. ONU 115
*3. B-W 78
4. Wooster
5. Denison 51
*6. Carroll 56 1/2
*7. Otterbein 56 1/2
*8. Muskingum 47 1/2

*OAC

Junior

Senior

M.B.A.

Rose Abdallah
Patricia Garven
Christopher Kazor
Sheryl Kocab
Kerri Kutz
Salvatore Mileti
Marcie Rubery
Kenneth Schuman
Steven Shamrock
Susan Stukus
Michelle Thomas
Steven Tomaszewski

Yaron Goldberg
Robert Heintel
Matthew McCurdy
Christine McFarland
John Stibley

Jeffery Basch
Geraldine Brancazio
Sherry Clifton
Michael Desmond
Linda Eastwood
David Grigger
Michele Hyland
Richard Quinlivan
Glen Waisner

David Simon
Simon Kofman
(216) 591-1291
~Ug;;c

SUlkDF"£<;;

Architecturally
Sensitive Projects
26401 Emery Rd ·Suite 104 • Cleveland, Ohio 44128
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"D.{'. \IPs"
s

6

1 O.C. VIPS
Mr. Taridnglon tl al

5
1
14
15
16
17

o Actor Lowe

18

Region
AdjUSI1he crallllt
I rnrneose
Mr Kaddidlehopper

voce In

19 Enthusiasm

20 D.C. VIP
22 D. C. VIP
2<4

MIU0\61

•Ca.t In The Hat•
author

34 Porson.place

58
59 Type of energy
61 Glance (Hf!J(
62 Choir member
63 Sleep noisly
64 Prefix meaning bird

65 Obselved

,ees·

66 Precedes
67 Nlghnlme In Paris
DOWN

1 Framewor1<

2S Ma. ACJY;iand 81 at
26 Slope
29 Mary Ford's partn«
30

9

or thing

35
Canals
36 Horse palace
37 Hockey's Bobby
38 VIPRobb
o40 OPEC product
<41 Wise person

43 Go Iuter Dobbin
44 Identical

2

Perry's author?

3

Harm~« type

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

35
36
38
39

Feminine pronoun
T81V\IS unit
Trolley noise
Diamond
42 o. c. VIP

44 0. C. VIP
-46 Malicious burnings
<47 Yes
1
<49 Cup in France
50 Entices
51 811Ush CUStoms
52 Bargain event
53 Combining form lor bone

D. C. VIP
54
Alntltont & Astake 55
Depend
56
Consumed
57
Nooks
60
• _ _ _ _ hi$ ways•
0. C. VIP
11 Polynesian dance

Naked
Belgt
Hindu queen

rll of pique

_ _ Angeles

MANNEQUIN

"'ou

,luST

KnJ bot:
\JJo~i
~~0\
S(W.(.

~t'LL

Answers to:

B__;;,O_YE.....,R. BEILSTEIN & HRUSCHAK

r - -_ _ _

12 Actor Jo/Yl
13 Disclaim
2 1 N. Y. time

GRISTLE CLOTS

23 Shoe parts
25 VIP GINGRICH'S STATE frl!~~~l]~~m
26 Ned ike hat
~

5tH Hf

HIS

31 G..,.,.n--v::iWil submarine
32 Gunk
33 Tennis star Monica

CLASSIFIEDS

Th~ES

~\(£I~ A

<45 Ms. Street
27 Actor Pe1er
<48 Be Ul
28 Relating to lhe _.
• 7 sinall partlciGs
<48 Prlllwlor' mural or alate 29 Mal.nl
50 Aeehasdy
S 1 Fomtor 0. C. VIP
54 a C. VIP

~LOOD,

ruu.Si~

TW\T

~~O~"l'Ht

v.x>CZLD Of A
~LfSTE~Ol ·

o oo All•......,cn-

,.o. a. .0,

Q\OO£H, "&o1'\\E~

- . . . , .,IIY W11

50~EI E"/l l.

O!!AGE .

House ror rent on Cedar near Lee.
5 bedrooms refurbished. Stove and

Help wanted. Dial america, refrigerator included. 3_person limit
nation's largesttelemarketingfl111l per s1de. Call449-2667.
needs communicators to work: i - - - = - - - - - - - - - - -·--1
9AM-1PM, 5:30PM-9:30PM, Slovakia/Poland summer trips led
6PM-10PM,
9PM-12AM. by local students. Hike scenic
Flexible scheduling forinterview. mountain trails, visit a Gypsy
Call 333-3367.
village,explorecastlesandrnedlevai
towns, meet Slovaks and Poles. For
Sittersncededpartffulltime. Must details, call800-666-JOIN.
haveacarandreferences. A choice 1---::.._--------~
nanny. 831-6123
$200-$500 Weekly. Assemble
productsathome. Easy! Noselling.
Models needed for advanced You'reP.aiddirecL Fully guaranteed.
hairculling classes. Call Susan at Free irifonnation-24 hour hotline.
381-9660. Mon.&Wed. 12-5.
1-801-379-2900
Copyright#
OH05l050.
Cruise Ship Now Hlrin2 • Earn
$2000+/month + worlcf travel Summer Employment- Individual
(Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean, who likes dealing with children and
etc) hohday, summer and career feels comfortable wearing beach
employment available. No attire. Full/part time and weekends
experience necessary. For available. $10-15/hour plus tips.
empl_9ymcnt pro.&ram call1-206- Excellent summer jobs! Call
634 0468 ext. c5556.
Beachhouse and Boat Rentals at
491-4593.
Cheap! FRI/U.S. seized
L.
........:.._ _ _ _ __
89Merccdcs-$2Cl0~6 VW -$50,87 Taxi SerYice- On time, reliable. To
Mercedes-$ I 00, 6.J Mustang-$50, airport, bus station or home. Will go
choose from thousands starting anywhere in OH or western PA.
$50. Free information 24 hour Jnoividuals or groups. Call Don
hotline.
801 ·379-2929 Alexy 291-0714forrates. Driving
for Oevelands largest fleet.
Copyright# OH051010.
Wantagrentsummer job? Work
for College Pro Painters in Clev.
HL-; Area. Earn best w~es &
benefits around. Call Charles
Kolin at 291 2865.
Max & Ermas Admin Assistant
fast-paced, excitin.& restaurant
seekS motivated sellstarter to fill
the position of Admin Assistant.
Responsibilities will include
payroll
supervision
and
maintenance of all sales and
accounting records. The right
candidate wi II have restaurant
experience and will be able to
work indepen~ently. S9me
computer expenence rcqum:·-<1.
This is an hourly position.
Qualified applicants should apply
m p_erson. 9am-6l?_m, Mon. - Sat.
at The Sheraton Cleveland City
Centre, 777 St. Clair Ave.
Summer Help
Ex~erienced
bartenders and waurcsses Rumrunners in the Rats. Call Jack
for a_ppointmcnt696-6070or 8855063.

Need a good Summer Job· Now
hiring _pamters. $5-$8/hour. Bonus
potenual. Call651-1233.
International EmploymentMake moneY. Leaching basic
conversational English abroad.
!aJ?.~I'!. and Taiwan. Makc$2000$4000+ /mo Many provide R&B +
benefits. No JJrcvious training_or
teaching certificate required. -For
International
Employment
Group:206-632-1146 ext j5556.

have you seen this one?
WE ~1!1; ~ )bcftt/ ..
I tl\S~ Gt> I~ f:l(!j
4NI:> (br ~ ~ .a\UIC.

A~-

-~

Parents' Helper WantedDependable, canng, non-smoker
needed to pick up our two children
(5&2) and care for them between 36 pm1 M-F in our Univ.Hts. home.
Posiuon begins late Aug and runs
the school year. Must have own
reliablecar,validdrivers'liccnse,and
referencces. Previous childcare
experience required. Call291-5702.
Painters needed-good starting pay,
summer outside work. Calf 5853455.

ORIGAMI LESSON 11: FULD
THE LINES 'ID CRFATE A

~G

BFAU'l'IFUL CRUMPLED PAPER BALL

IN THE ANCiml' ORIGAMI STYLE.

Thf..c;; cartoon ran in the February 9.
1979 issue ojThe Carroll ;\/ews.
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Carroll
splits
twinbill
with 'Berg

Women's
tennis ends
regular season
unbeaten
Stephanie Slanina

Mark Downie

World View Editor

Sports Writer

Coach Schweickert's team
experienced baseball's form of
"kissing one's sister" on Tuesday.
In a home field double header,
John Carroll's baseball team split
the twinbill against OAC rival
Heidelberg Co!Jege.
The Blue Streaks won game
one behind the pitching of Cingle
and the hitting ( 3 of 4) of Jeff
Freeman, but not until the late
innings. The score was 3 to 2 up
until the sixth inning when
Schweickert said, "we blew itopen
with six runs." The fi:1al score
was John Carroll9, Heidelberg 2.
Kevin Furlong was on the
mound for the Blue Streaks loss

A Heidelberg runner tries to beat out the throw at first base. Carroll split the two games.

in game two. Although the team
gave a strong comeback in the
bottom of the ninth, they ended up
losing by a score of 8 to 6.
Schweickert commented on the
three unearned runs that were
given up in the frrst inning by the

When asked how the team was
doing in the OACs , Coach
Schweickert looked to the future.
The road to the playoffs looks
rough with "seven teams scrambling for three playoff spots," said
Schweickert.

pitching staff.
"It ate theheartrightoutofus,"
Schweickert said. Perhaps the
bright spot was Freeman's hitting
again when he managed to get
three more hits, the biggest one
coming in the bottom of the ninth.

Softball team drops two to Muskies
Blue Streaks doubleheader delayed two hours by rain
Colleen Creamer
Sports Wrlter

John Carroll's women's softball team didn't seem to be affected
by a two hour rain delay last Saturday as they came out strong

against Muskingum, the top team
in the OAC softball standings.
Although the Streaks lost both
games, the final scores indicated
the intense effort put forward. The
frrst game was a defensive show-

mance despite the final scores.
"It was disappointing to be so
close and to walk away without at
least one win," said Weitbrect.
"We had some go ahead runners
in scoring position but wecouldn 't
get them in. But lam pleased with
the effort. and ram very proud of
the way tM team played."
The strength of the Streaks attack was again the defense, specifically the pitching. Charise
Brigee continues to pitch well as
she held Muskingum's top hitters
incheck,andstruckouttheircleanup batter twice.
"Charise had an excellent
game. Both pitchers on Saturday
showed good control" said coach
Weitbrecht.
Although the Streaks record
remains well below .500, their
continued improvement isevident
as Saturday's final scores indicate.
If the pitching and defense
remain solid, all that is necessary
is some timely hitting in order for
the team to flnish the season on a
high note.
The team will host a doubleheader on Saturday against Capital University. The frrst game is
~scheduled to begin at onein the
afternoon with the second to im-

case as the fmal score of 2-1 indicated. The second game was a
heartbreaker for the Streaks as they
again fell short by a score of 3-2.
Head coach Gretchen Weitbrecht
was proud of the team's perfor-

·pbolo by 0... Bisch

Blue Streak Anglea Stazzone swings for the fence in a recent home game behind Gnu Hall.

TheJohn Carroll women's tennis team finished the season
undefeated after beating Otterbein
6-3, last Saturday.
'The next step is the tournament
this weekend to determine the
OAC champion," said Sue
Schneir, the women's head coach.
"We are hoping to win," Schneir
said. "There is some tough competition and those schools want to
beat us because we've won it the
pac;t two years."
The Blue Streaks' defending
OAC singles champion, junior
Kristin Gelbaugh, has moved up
fromNo.5singlestoNo.4singles,
where she was 7-1 against OAC
opponents this season.
Freshman Missy Owen will
challenge at No. 2 singles, while
Dyan Palmagil is strong at No. 3
singles and Jen Pacek is at No. 6
singles. Owen and Pacek were undefeated in Conference play, while
Palmagil was 6-1.
The men's team is working
toward its conference tournament
May 7 and 8 at Capital. Last
week, they won their match against
Otterbein, 8-1.
"Wo.-haye~more league
matches and two mole laelepan
dent matches before we get to the
conference tournament," said
Greg Debeljak, men's head tennis
coach.
"We use the regular season to
get seeded," Debeljak said. The
Ohio Northern match Friday will
determine the top seeds based on
their conference record.
AccordingtoDebeljak,singles
player Jason Magyar has a 6-2
record. "Depending on Friday's
match,hecouldbeanywherefrom
second to frrst seed," Debeljak
said.
"The doubles team of Mike
Lucente and Emery Smith is doing really well too and they will be
seeded."
Emery Smith will be seeded
flfSt in singles. "He has been very
consistant," Debeljak said.
The men's team plays its final
two matches in the conference
Wednesday against Heidelberg
College and Friday afternoon
against Ohio Northern University
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• Employment Opportunities Av~lable •

BURGER
KING·s
JOHN CARROLL
NEW MEAL OF THE WEEK
A Broiled Chicken Sand., sm. fries & sm. drink only

$2.99

Please present JCU student ID to cashier for discount. Not valid with
other discounts or offers. Good at 14101 Cedar Road location onl .

-

